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The Children’s Bookshow invites some of the best
writers and illustrators of children’s literature from
around the world to visit theatres across England and
present their work to audiences of children and their
teachers.
Their presentations take wildly different forms: in
Michael Rosen’s case for example, it’s an hour of
his inimitable monologues, a brilliant zany mix of
poetry, riddles, family anecdotes and jokes. For an
award- winning illustrator and writer like Catherine
Rayner, it will consist of storytelling, using a power
point to display her beautiful picture books, some
live drawing – always a huge hit with our audiences
– and lots of audience participation.
Over the years, we’ve worked with some of the most
celebrated artists from the UK and abroad, ranging
from the late greats Eva Ibbotson, Judith Kerr and
John Burningham, to Quentin Blake and Michael
Foreman. We ﬁ nd the wonderful new arrivals on the
children’s literature scene too: Alexis Deacon, Benji
Davies, Jo Empson, David Litchﬁ eld, just to name a
handful.
In addition to their performances, the artists also
go into four schools in the area and run workshops
for children focusing on their own creative work.
There’s an added bonus for these lucky children: the
Bookshow gives each child free a signed copy of
one of the artist’s books to take home and keep.
The result this has is heart-warming. ‘The children’s
response to the performance was one of total awe
and inspiration. Children from some very challenged
backgrounds in Birkenhead were so excited to read
that they were reading their books on the way back
to school. Priceless.’ (Feedback from St Werburgh’s
Primary, Birkenhead.)
Every year, when planning the autumn performances,
we target towns and cities with areas of high levels of
deprivation (not difﬁ cult to locate currently), and 80%
of our audiences are drawn from these areas. We do
this because we ﬁ rmly believe that every child should
have the opportunity of being presented with the joy
of great children’s literature. We try to make a balance
between visiting large conurbations like London and
Manchester and smaller towns such as Ipswich or
Hereford, where we visit schools in the surrounding
rural areas. We also like to collaborate with literary
festivals, in order to increase the impact of our work,
and work regularly, for example, with the Manchester
and Ilkley Literature festivals.
To make the maximum impact in large cities, we
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work with prestigious venues such as the Old Vic
in London and the Theatre Royal in Newcastle.
For most children, the enchantment begins as
soon as they step inside the red velvet and gilt
interiors: a beautiful theatre’s auditorium alone is
quite eye-opening for the majority! It all makes for
a memorably wonderful experience. We also try to
pair with other venues which will have an impact: in
2018’s Bookshow for example, we paired with the
bookshop at Tate Modern for a hands on event for
tots with our Russian illustrator participant Victoria
Semykina, and with Quentin Blake’s House of
Illustration for a talk for adults by Japanese author
and illustrator Satoshi Kitamura. Most importantly,
we continue to give more books away each year,
not simply to the children lucky enough to have a
workshop, but also to the entire audience of some
of the theatres we visit. This has been made possible
with the generous support of the Unwin Trust.
I’m often asked why we invite such a large
proportion, 25% currently, of our artists from abroad.
The seeds were sown as a child. Growing up with
a Welsh-speaking father, I was lucky enough to
hear another language spoken. In addition, aged
about eight, and having discovered the existence
of something called Plaid Cymru, I asked my father
why he didn’t vote for them? His quick response
was, ‘Because I’m an internationalist, love, not a
nationalist.’ Small wonder that I went on to study
Russian and French at university, learned Italian as
an adult and now translate books from Italian. We’ve
been enormously privileged to have been able to
welcome international greats such as Tomi Ungerer,
Satoshi Kitamura, Kitty Crowther, Grégoire Solotareff,
François Place, Francesco D’Adamo, Daniel Pennac,
Anushka Ravishankar, Gitte Spee to name only a few,
to our tour. This autumn we’ll have in the mix Maria
Parr from Norway, Dutch Gijs Van Der Hammen and
Hanneke Siemensma from Holland, Catharina Valckx
who is also Dutch but writes in French, having been
brought up in Paris; and Jon Agee from the USA,
who’s published by the enterprising new kid on
the block, Scallywag Press, together with Chinese
Guo Yue with his wife and co-author Clare Farrow.
Given the current climate of increasing xenophobia,
it’s more urgent than ever to offer children the best
literature from around the world. And what choices
we then have!
You can help us to bring the joy of reading to over 10,000
children across the country this year by supporting us here:
http://thechildrensbookshow.com/donate
Visit the website www.thechildrensbookshow.com
for details of the 2019 Children’s Bookshow.
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Cressida Cowell

Children’s Laureate 2019–2021
The brand new Children’s
Laureate talks to Nicholas
Tucker about her plans.
Cressida Cowell is an excellent choice for the next Children’s
Laureate. As British and international fans of her How to Train
Your Dragon series along with so much other fiction will already
know, she writes exciting adventure stories accompanied by jokey
line illustrations sprawling happily over the page. Her young
characters are basic survivors in the face of a variety of dangers
always more comic than truly threatening. There is an infectious
enthusiasm to everything she does, whether writing, illustrating or
addressing school audiences where she always goes down a storm.
So my first question to her in her new role was has she got
one big plan for the next two years or lots of little plans?
‘Lots of big plans! I’ve got a ten point to-do list; it’s called the
Cressida Cowell Waterstones Children’s Laureate Charter. One
of its main points is to encourage all children to be creative for at
least fifteen minutes every week when they can write just for the
joy of it in a special book which the teacher is not allowed to mark.
This is in response to so many parents telling me that their kids
have stopped enjoying writing. So I am going to press for a weekly
creative space where they can write just for fun. I have already
started a campaign I’ve called Free Writing Fridays, and I would
now hope to build on this.’
How are you going to get schools to co-operate?
‘Well I can’t force them! But fifteen minutes isn’t very long, so I
really would hope that many of them could find time for an initiative
like this despite everything else going on in the classroom. And
for the last five years I have been involved in the Wicked Young
Writers scheme, where children send in wonderful stuff they have
written themselves about anything they like. So I know the talent
and interest is there; it’s simply a matter of finding time for it. Many
teachers have written to me saying how much their pupils had
enjoyed getting involved with this particular scheme. There is also
a personal note here. When I was at school I was often scolded for
bad hand-writing and sloppy spelling. It was only when one teacher
encouraged me to put down whatever I wanted to without any fear
of criticism that I first started writing just for the love of it, and have
been doing so ever since!’
How about getting children to read as well as write?
‘I still remember every book a teacher ever read to me. And going
round schools, which I do a lot, there are still those teachers who are
finding time to read aloud and are getting such good responses from
their classes. The same goes for parents reading to their children at
home. I have always been a great supporter of BookTrust’s Time
to Read campaign. I don’t do pessimism! So I shall do all I can to
support reading at school and at home and just hope that enough
people will take it up from there. There’s also the excellent Summer
Reading Challenge, which I already support and I will try to give
as much publicity to it as I can. As Laureate it is important to
support campaigns that are going already as well as imitating ones
of my own. Summer is an obvious time to get children reading as
there is no school for over a month.’

What about own your summer holidays? By the sound of it
you are going to have so much to do.
‘Luckily I’m already doing a lot of stuff, so I am quite prepared.
So I’m going to all the festivals and I’m on the board of World
Book Day. I’m also ambassador for the National Literacy Trust.
I’m almost certainly going to do more, but I’m already quite used
to much of it. And it’s so worth it! At the Seven Stories centre in
Newcastle the other day I was doing things and one kid said to me,
‘This is the best day of my life!’ Isn’t that wonderful? Here we are in
2019 and the best day in this kid’s life was meeting an author!’
What about your own writing? Will you still be able to get on
with it?
‘Well, let’s see! I’m definitely planning on keeping writing. But of
course there will be lots of other things to do as well. But it is a
wonderful job and it’s a great honour to have it.’
Cressida now has to go to another meeting. Dedicated, enthusiastic,
energetic and almost bursting with good ideas, she should make an
absolutely splendid Laureate. We are lucky to have her.

Nicholas Tucker is honorary senior lecturer
in Cultural and Community Studies at Sussex
University.
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A Rich Alchemy

Jake Hope interviews with Kate Greenaway Medal
winner Jackie Morris.
Interest in art first began for Jackie Morris at age six, watching
her father painting a lapwing. Jackie was captivated by the way it
appeared to land on the page, as though alive, an alchemy she was
eager to perform herself. The idea of this magic is something she
attributes to The Lost Words, a book comprised of a series of spells
written by Robert MacFarlane and illustrated by Jackie herself.
‘Working on The Lost Words, it was almost as if the wild was
talking through us,’ Jackie explains. ‘When I was painting the
wrens, everywhere I went there were wrens, under cars, even on
the beach. People have told me they have visited The Lost Words
exhibition and have never seen an otter, but have read the spell
aloud three times and have seen one. There’s a type of magic in that.
It’s frequency illusion, but it’s like a kind of summoning.’
Winner of the 2019 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal, The Lost
Words is a magnum opus that has taken on a life of its own. The
impact and projects it has inspired have been too wide-reaching to
capture. There has been a crowdfunding movement to get copies
of books into schools, and Jackie has been amazed by the money,
time and organisation people have invested into this. She describes
a man who is on a pilgrimage walking coast-to-coast, carrying a
copy, visiting schools and hosting assemblies. In London, the Royal

Orthopaedic Hospital has four floors full of images from the
book put together by its designer Alison O’Toole. In New York,
Jamie Burton, leader of the Boston Symphony Orchestra has set
the acrostics to music for a boys’ choir describing music as simply
spilling out of them. Commenting on what she thinks has made the
book such a cultural phenomenon, Jackie muses, ‘too often, there’s
a dearth of honesty and integrity in modern life.’ She feels people
recognise the integrity of the book’s creative core: ‘Its success lies
somewhere between the words and the images. The words make it
so accessible to so many people. ‘
One of the groups Jackie is particularly pleased the book has appeal
for is less confident readers. As a child, Jackie did not have access
to books at home, ‘We didn’t have many books on our shelves, just
some Readers Digests and a copy of the Bible.’ Jackie remembers
being taken to the library: ‘The wealth that was in front of my eyes
was astonishing. My parents didn’t take me to galleries, they knew
nothing about art and couldn’t guide my reading as they knew
nothing about children’s books. It was librarians that guided me,
suggesting “You might like this”, or “take a look at this.” One of
the first books she read where the world dropped away was Jack
London’s The Call of the Wild. It feels an apt book for an author
and illustrator whose work has been influenced so heavily by the
natural world.
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Talking about how she first became involved in children’s book
illustration, Jackie describes learning from the line, colour and light
of Brian Wildsmith’s work. Her move into children’s books was
what she modestly calls an accident. Jackie had been illustrating
for publications like The New Statesman and The New
Internationalist, she tells how she had become known for coping
with difficult subjects like child abuse in care. After an abortive
pamphlet, Jackie went to Australia for a year returning with new
vigour and working in full-colour watercolour. She painted greetings
cards for Oxfam, Greenpeace and Amnesty International. Author
Caroline Pitcher saw her work and Jackie was invited to illustrate
Caroline’s book Jo’s Storm. Despite being imminently due to have
a baby, it was a challenge Jackie accepted with relish.
‘It’s really important not to infantalise children,’ Jackie comments,
‘they are more than capable of dealing with sophisticated subjects
and, in some cases, possible more so than adults. We have to trust
their intelligence and integrity.’
Jackie feels there’s a special craft to writing picture books. ‘You
have to leave space for the other creative person to step into. When
writing and painting come together there’s a special synergy and
connection which happens, that’s where beauty is found in picture
books and that’s why the Kate Greenaway Medal is so important.’
As well as illustrating her own stories and those by other writers,
Jackie has also written texts for other illustrators, Mrs Noah’s
Pockets, with James Mayhew and the forthcoming The Secret of
the Tattered Shoes, with Ehsan Abdollahi. ‘It’s a wonderful feeling
to write a text and to see your words spring to life in colour, odd but
brilliant. I love writing for other people to illustrate.’
Despite a gruelling schedule, she is enroute to Yorkshire to the
opening of the The Lost Words exhibition when we speak,
Jackie is nonetheless brimming with energy for her new books.

The Unwinding will be an exciting venture with Unbound,
a crowdfunding publisher. The book will bring together a series of
the paintings she works on between books. ‘There’s a lot to stress
when you’re responding to teams of people,’ Jackie explains, ‘to
unwind I paint.’ Jackie hopes the book will become a talisman for
people to fall into, helping them to also unwind. Jackie has also
illustrated a new edition of The House without Windows, a book
written by a twelve-year-old in 1927 about a girl who cannot bear
to be inside, who lives a wild life first in the meadows, then by the
sea and finally by the mountains where she becomes a part of the
natural world. It’s a book, Eleanor Farjeon reviewed, stating it was
‘nothing short of a miracle.’
There’s a pleasing sense of synchronicity to the fact Jackie is now
working on a book of birds. She has researched everything from
photographs to slow-motion film. It’s hard not to be reminded of sixyear-old Jackie, enraptured watching her father painting a lapwing.
Her hope is that the success of The Lost Words, a book where
publishers granted her and Robert creative free-reign, might inspire
greater trust for creators, allowing books which speak directly to the
heart and soul of readers, gifting children something beautiful, a rich
alchemy of words and pictures.
The Lost Words, Robert Macfarlane, illustrated by Jackie Morris,
is published by Hamish Hamilton, 978-0241253588, £15.99 hbk

Jake Hope is a reading development
and children’s book consultant.
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Ten of the Best

Books about the Moon
In 2019 we are celebrating the 50th anniversary of a human taking his
first steps on the Moon, but our neighbour has held fascination for us
from time immemorial. These books contain stories and facts about our
relationship with the moon which is both familiar and mysterious.
Moon Man
Tomi Ungerer, Phaidon,
9780714855981, £14.95hbk
Moon Man crash lands on
Earth and is imprisoned by
the authorities who fear his
strangeness. His unique qualities
(ie the ability to wax and wane)
enable him to escape and he
leads a fugitive existence until
he meets Doktor van der Dunkel
who builds a rocket so he can
return home to his ‘shimmering
seat in space’. Moon Man, as
portrayed in Tomi Ungerer’s
illustrations, is a very sympathetic
character and this picture book
could lead to fruitful discussions about prejudice and people’s
fear of the unknown. Moon Man is included in Tomi Ungerer: A
Treasury of 8 Books (Phaidon, 9780714872858, £35.00).

Man on the Moon
(day in the life of
Bob)
Simon Bartram, Templar,
9781840114911, £6.99pbk
It’s Bob’s job to keep the
Moon clean and tidy. He also
welcomes tourist spaceships and
gives guided tours. Bob’s daily
routine is described in a matter
of fact tone, and his disbelief in
aliens is frequently referred to.
However, the detailed, period
pictures, tell a different story
and readers will soon spot the
little green men lurking in the background. Bob has further lunar
adventures, including Bob and the Moontree Mystery (Templar,
978-1848777491, £6.99pbk).

Ann Lazim is Literature and Library
Development Manager at the Centre for
Literacy in Primary Education in London.
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The Way Back
Home
Oliver Jeffers,
HarperCollins,
9780007182329,
£6.99pbk
A delightful story about an
Earth boy and a Martian
who both crash land
on the moon. They cooperate to find solutions
so that they can both
return to their homes in
their respective craft. The
joke of it is, the Earth boy has to return home by other means to
collect the things they need to effect the repairs and then return to
the moon to help his new friend.

The Usborne Book
of the Moon
Laura Cowan, illustrator
Diana Toledano, designer
Zoe Wray, Usborne,
9781474950848, £12.99hbk
This book begins with
questions children may have
about the moon and tracks
our link with it from tales told
about it, through astronomers’
observations, to
humans’
physical exploration. The
sparkling moon that shines out
from the cover and the careful
design means that you can read it as a chronological narrative or
dip in as you browse and something catches your eye. This may be
the Finnish legend of how the eggs of a giant bird cracked and the
whites became the moon and stars, and the yolk became the sun.
Or the introduction to Mariam al-Asturlabi who made an astrolabe in
Syria more than a thousand years ago. Or the comic strip outlining
the Apollo 11 landing.
Usborne has also published a board book with lift-the-flaps
for younger questioners: What is the Moon? by Katie Daynes,
illustrated by Marta Álvarez Miguéns (9781474948210, £7.99hbk).

Moon

10

Britta Teckentrup, text by
Patricia Hegarty, Little Tiger,
9781848698673, £7.99pbk

Britta Teckentrup’s illustrations
capture beautifully how the
moon is a companion for
creatures and plant life around
the world, shining down on them
wherever they may be, from
woodland to desert to ocean,
from jungle to grassland to
mountainside. A cut-out feature
on every spread demonstrates
the gradual waxing and waning
of the moon. The complementary text is in rhyming couplets and is
soothing to read aloud.

How to Be on the
Moon

Viviane Schwarz, Walker,
9781406379921, £11.99hbk
Anna and Crocodile make
a great team. Anna has
ambitions which she is
determined to fulfil while
Crocodile is cautious. Anna
wants to go to the moon
and will brook no argument
from
Crocodile
who
suggests several obstacles.
Together they plan their trip
– while Anna builds the rocket, Crocodile makes the all-important
sandwiches. When they land on the moon they look up at the Earth
and ponder its beauty and its distance before they embark on the
journey home.

Moonstruck! Poems
about Our Moon

Roger Stevens (editor), illustrator
Ed Boxall, Otter-Barry Books,
9781910959657, £6.99pbk
All phases and faces of the moon
are covered in this poetry collection
inspired by our nearest neighbouring
heavenly body. Poets from the past
such as Emily Brontë and Robert Louis
Stevenson are included although
the emphasis is on the fresh and
new from contemporary poets such
as Grace Nichols, Rachel Rooney
and Jay Hulme and some excellent
imagery from child poets Harshita
Das and Sam Decie. The poems take
a range of forms. Philip Waddell and
Roger Stevens list ‘Moony Names’, James Carter shapes how ‘The
Moon Speaks!’ and Tony Mitton contributes ‘Three Short Poems’ in
the forms of a haiku, a tanka and a cinquain. And did you know ‘The
First Woman on the Moon’ was called Mabel Greensmith’?!

The Moon

Hannah Pang, illustrator
Thomas Hegbrook, 360 degrees,
9781848577381, £16.99hbk
A cornucopia of facts and
fancies about the moon and our
relationship with it. Included are
its possible effects on human and
animal behaviour, folklore and
tales, its influence on literature
and the arts as well as information
about people’s endeavours at
exploration. Thomas Hegbrook’s
shadowy illustrations accentuate
the mystery the moon has held for
humankind.

The Darkest Dark
Chris Hadfield and Kate Fillion,
illustrators The Fan Brothers,
Macmillan, 9781529013610
£6.99pbk
A boy who has dreams of
becoming an astronaut overcomes
his night-time fears once his mind
is opened after watching the
Apollo 11 moon landing on TV
with his neighbours and he can
see ‘the power and mystery and
velvety black beauty of the dark’. The illustrations include visual
reference to Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are and,
like Max, Chris goes on an imaginative journey which in his case
turns out to be lifechanging. The real Chris Hadfield was inspired to
become an astronaut after seeing the first moon landing and there is
biographical information about him at the end of book, plus photos
including one with Albert, the charming pug dog who appears in
the story!

When We Walked on
the Moon
David Long & Sam Kalda, Wide
Eyed Editions, 9781786030917,
£12.99hbk
All seven of the Apollo missions to
the moon are given equal weight
in this account which gives insights
into the astronauts’ personal
experiences as well as describing
the voyages, the technology and
what they discovered. A page is
devoted to each of the crews
from Apollo 11 to Apollo 17. The
illustrations have a retro feel in
keeping with the time period
when these events took place.
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Adam Stower

Interviewed by
Michelle Pauli

A

busy summer lies ahead for Adam Stower. There’s
publicity to do for the recently published second book
in his King Coo series, The Curse of the Mummy’s
Gold, then there’s the third King Coo book to write
for publisher David Fickling by the autumn, a new
picture book for Andersen Press due in the same timeframe, plus
the launch of the ‘Rocket family’ characters he has created for this
year’s Summer Reading Challenge.
However, sitting in the corner of a shared studio space in Brighton
he has worked in for more than 20 years, surrounded by bulging
sketchbooks, shelves packed with picture books and piles of work
in progress, he seems remarkably relaxed.
The success of King Coo, his marvellous madcap adventure series,
is clearly a joy and a relief. The highly illustrated chapter books are
filled with an exhilarating mix of text, full page pictures, visual gags,
graphic novel panels and hilarious annotated character portraits,
using Stower’s experience as a picture book author and illustrator to
bring together words and pictures and make them much more than
the sum of their parts.
The books feature an appealingly anxious little boy called Ben Pole
and the brilliant eponymous King Coo, a fearless girl with a beard
who lives in a treehouse in the woods with a wombat called Herbert.
There she invents ingenious contraptions – the Cow-Pat-a-Pult is a
masterpiece – and saves the day from bullies, crooked mayors and,
in book two, the ‘Midnight Mob’ band of burglars.

At the heart of her character is an air of mystery – who is she? Why
is she there? And does she really have a beard?
For Stower this element of mystery is central to the books, helping the
reader to invest in the characters. He explains, ‘There’s an excitement
in all the potential and possibilities. If you give a child a ball, they’ve
got the ball and they are probably quite happy to have the ball.
But if you throw it to them and they have to catch it, suddenly it
becomes much more exciting and much more of a joint effort. That’s
what I like to do with the characters in my books. I’ll offer up certain
things and have the reader meet me halfway on aspects.’ It also
helps to keep the character fresh for him, as he claims to not know
himself what Coo’s origins are or if, indeed, her beard is real. Plus, of
course, ‘Coo’s rather extraordinary characteristics are great to draw!’
While nothing about the Coo books might, at first sight, appear
particularly likely to be autobiographical, Stower drew heavily on a
range of childhood memories and influences. Coo herself was partly
inspired by Pippi Longstocking, Stig of the Dump and elements of
Scooby Doo, all of which he enjoyed as a child, along with the ‘wild
man in the woods’ episode of Hancock’s Half Hour. His early
life was spent in Switzerland, thanks to his father’s job, in a small
village on the edge of Lake Zurich. He and his brother enjoyed the
kind of free-range childhoods, filled with freedom to roam wild,
remembered fondly by those of us who grew up in the 70s. ‘I think
King Coo is a kind of encapsulation of all of that sort of joy of
8 Books for Keeps No.237 July 2019

the latter, he says that the ‘CHOMP!’ towards the end is ‘one of my
proudest moments in picture books’. Much of the joy of the books
lie in the combination of Stower’s fluid line-drawn illustrative style
and the twists in the tail of the narrative, a common characteristic
of his work.
He has also illustrated numerous other picture books, including
Bottoms Up, written by Jeanne Willis, which won the Red House
Children’s Book Award and the sequel, Sing a Song of Bottoms
which was shortlisted for the Early Years Award. Other artwork
includes illustrating Timothy Knapman’s Mungo adventures and
creating cover artworks for Gareth P Jones.
It’s a packed career that began as soon as he graduated from
Brighton University with an MA in illustration, following a first class
degree from Norwich School of Art. Picking up any work he could
get, from government leaflets on obesity to maths textbooks (‘brief:
draw a jar full of 147 buttons and make it look interesting’) was a
‘great apprenticeship in illustration’, he says. After being asked to
illustrate some Shakespeare stories for a textbook he realised that
fiction was what he most loved to illustrate and gradually began to
be offered more stories and fewer government information leaflets.
Like one of his heroes, Chris Riddell, he is passionate about the
value of learning to draw and sketches constantly (and impressively
– it’s a treat to have the chance to flick through his sketchbooks
and see how he captures a personality in a few lines while peoplewatching in cafes). It all feeds into the work.
‘When you’re coming to illustrating from your imagination, you want
your character to be able to perform whatever task you set them,’ he
explains. ‘I think of it like theatre with a picture book, because you’re
doing the set design, the lighting – these are all considerations and
a lot of them happen as second nature, but, really, you populate the
scene and your cast tell the story for you. And so your cast has to be
able to perform everything the story demands of them.’

playing outside and building dens and treehouses in the forest in
those long summer holidays,’ he says. He was also surrounded by
books, due to his mother’s job as a librarian, and drew constantly.
Less idyllic were his years as a boarder from the age of nine at a
school in Norfolk, steeped in boarding school traditions of ex-army
teachers, power-mad prefects and the ‘fagging system’. However, it
has provided a rich seam of grotesque, Dahl-esque characters for
his books, from Monty Grabbe, the school bully who terrorises Ben
Pole, to dastardly Professor Pickering, who sports a false eye made
from a ping pong ball with a dot drawn on it.
While Stower is an established picture book author/illustrator, with
seven titles of his own and numerous collaborations under his belt,
writing King Coo was a departure for him and not always an easy
one.
‘I’ve learned so much,’ he says. ‘I found the first book difficult
because I was so fresh to it and trying to find my own voice and
my way of writing. I was always so used to distilling ideas into text
for picture books and suddenly I had all this space and so I went
massively over word count. My editor just said, “everything you write
has to move the story forward”. That was such good advice because
it stopped me spending half a page describing someone’s shoes. By
the second book I found that I learned certain lessons which really
helped speed the process up.’
Stower’s illustration has always had a strong narrative quality, from
his first picture book Two Left Feet in 2004. His favourites are the
award-winning Silly Doggy (2011), the truly delightful tale of a
small child, Lily, who finds a bear in her garden and decides it’s a
dog (“one morning Lily saw something wonderful in the garden. It
was big brown and hairy with four legs, a tail and a big wet nose and
Lily had always wanted one”), and Troll and the Oliver (2013). Of

King Coo The Curse of the Mummy’s Gold, David Fickling
Books, 978-1788450522, £6.99
King Coo, David Fickling Books, 978-1910989418, £6.99
Bottoms Up, Jeanne Willis, illus Adam Stower, Puffin,
978-0141502137, £6.99 pbk
Sing a Song of Bottoms, Jeanne Willis, illus Adam Stower, Puffin,
978-0141328805, £6.99 pbk
Two Left Feet, Bloomsbury, 978-0747571438 9780747568964, £6.99
Silly Doggy, Templar, 978-1848774520, £6.99
Troll and the Oliver, Templar, 978-1848771734, £7.99

Michelle Pauli is a freelance writer and
editor specialising in books and education.
She created and edited the Guardian
children’s books site.
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Windows into illustration:
Sarah McIntyre
Sarah McIntyre first studied Russian Literature at
university in the USA, and ten years later went on to
do an MA in Illustration at Camberwell art college.
While she started out illustrating other people’s
picture book texts, she learned that she could draw
whatever she wanted if she wrote the stories herself,
so she did; her picture books include There’s a
Shark in the Bath, The New Neighbours and
Dinosaur Firefighters. In 2015 she and James
Mayhew started up the Pictures Mean Business
campaign, showing how everyone benefits when
illustrators are credited properly for their work. Here
she explains the thinking and technique behind the
illustrations in her new book Grumpycorn.
I sometimes paint my illustrations on watercolour paper, and
sometimes work mixing ink or pencil line drawings with digital
colouring. But when I set out to illustrate my latest picture
book Grumpycorn, I’d just come off of working on The New
Neighbours, which involved a lot of digital work. I liked the effect
I got in Photoshop, but I was tired of scanning and staring at a
computer screen. So with Grumpycorn, I decided I wanted to do
something entirely with real paint, and push my painting skills in a
new direction. Here’s the book’s back endpapers, when I’d finished
all the other pictures, got a grip on the technique, and could relax
into making one last lavish spread.
A lot of my earlier work (such as Dinosaur Firefighters) relied very
heavily on black outlines, painted in, much like a colouring book. Not
that there’s anything wrong with this, but Grumpycorn features a lot
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of underwater scenes, and I wanted to capture the magic
light effects you get when sun pierces the water’s surface in
rays. There were two artists in particular who inspired me:
an old Russian master named Arkhip Lentulov, and a current
colleague, Jonathan Edwards (aka ‘Jontofski’). Both artists
are very comfortable with colours bumping up against each
other in beautiful kaleidoscopes and patchworks. Studying
Lentulov’s work (way back when I was doing my Russian
degree) helped me see how superimposing compositional
lines
on
the
colours could give
added movement
and rhythm to
a picture; every
time I’d hit a
compositional
line, I’d change
colour. It was quite
a tricky way of
working, making
sure the coloured
inks dried and
didn’t bleed into each other at the edges; I was constantly
blasting my hairdryer in big swirling motions over the paper.
The subject matter makes me smile. These little seahorses
never appear in the text, but they watch the story unfold,
like younger siblings watching their older brothers and
sisters play. You think the story has finished, but there’s
one more wordless little episode, where you can see the
seahorses have taken in everything that’s happened and are
copying it, and reenacting it, like a play. You can spot the
sea horse with the shell on its head, who’s pretending to be
Unicorn. I like this little window into a parallel world that
the main characters in the story never get to see; hopefully

it makes the reader extra special because you get a glimpse.
The timbers in the water are the stilts that hold up Unicorn’s writing cottage;
that’s inspired by similar structures I saw in Seldovia, Alaska, way down the
Kenai Peninsula. My uncle has a family fishing cottage out there, and I love
the way the whole waterfront area near his house is propped up on these logs
and forms a beautiful sort of pattern on the lower level below the line of the
houses. I dedicated the book to my uncle, aunt, the people of Seldovia, and
an illustrator who lives out there, named Valisa Higman. She works from a stilt
cottage much like Unicorn’s, and she’s visited by all sorts of wonderful sea life,
including three sea otters that she’s named. It’s wonderfully magical, this whole
maritime setting, and I hope my book’s managed to capture a bit of this magic.
Grumpycorn is published by Scholastic UK, 978-1407180830, £6.99 pbk
Visit Sarah’s website for free book-related resources:
http://jabberworks.co.uk/grumpycorn
Pictures Mean Business campaign website:
http://www.picturesmeanbusiness.com #PicturesMeanBusiness
Social media links: Twitter: @jabberworks Instagram: @jabberworks
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/illustratrix

20 years of summer reading fun
This summer, the Reading Agency and libraries will be taking children across
England, Scotland and Wales on a journey into space for the 20th anniversary
of the Summer Reading Challenge. The Challenge is an annual event aimed
at 4-11 year olds, and gets hundreds of thousands of children reading every
summer. The format is simple: children are encouraged to read six books
of their choice during the summer holidays with collectable incentives and
rewards, plus a certificate for every child who completes the challenge.
Inspired by the 50th anniversary of the moon landing, this year’s
theme, Space Chase will take young readers on an out-of-this-world
adventure with super space family, The Rockets. The Challenge
touches down in libraries across the UK this summer and features
bespoke artwork from top children’s illustrator Adam Stower.
Children can sign up for the Challenge at their local library at the
start of the summer holidays – and as always it is completely free.
Twenty years ago, whilst sitting around a kitchen table, Anne Sarrag
MBE developed the Challenge to help tackle the ‘summer slide’, a
decline in children’s reading ability over the long summer holidays.
Her experience with earlier publisher supported library initiatives
such as the Big Idea competition in 1997, organised as part of
National Libraries Week, demonstrated the benefits of a centrally
organised national campaign and her conviction that reading could
be a powerful equaliser for children of different backgrounds has
helped make the Challenge an integral part of what the libraries
offer people during the summer.

The first Summer Reading Challenge in 1999 was an instant
success, with 440,000 children taking part in the first year. Since
then, the Summer Reading Challenge has become one of the UK’s
biggest children’s reading programmes: children have taken part
in the Challenge over 13 million times. Many children love the
Challenge so much they take part year after year and in 2018, just
under 700,000 children took part.

Anne Sarrag © Dale Cherry for 2019 for The Reading Agency
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Supported by publishers from its first year – David Fickling and Klaus
Flugge were particularly enthusiastic – and with the backing of the
library suppliers, the Challenge has also been particularly effective
in encouraging partnership activity – regionally, libraries often team
up with local businesses, while on a national level, partners have
included the Beano, Tesco Bank (in Scotland), the BBC, and the
Roald Dahl Story Company.

Indeed, the Challenge has played a part in the lives of so many
different people, that the Reading Agency are collecting memories,
from librarians, parents and carers, and participants themselves. If
you’d like to share your experience of the Summer Reading
Challenge, visit www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/20-years.
While the central focus of the Challenge has remained unchanged
– incentivising children to borrow and read books over the summer
holidays – the Challenge has evolved and developed as Anne explains:
‘In 2012, we went digital with the Challenge, and started a book sorter
on the now year-round Summer Reading Challenge website. The
Book Sorter is an evolving database of 905,000 favourite books added
and reviewed for children by children, and this year we’re hoping to
get that figure to the big 1 million! The website also hosts a Reading
Club, which includes videos from well-known authors, activity sheets,
book reviews, and how-to videos from top children’s illustrators.’

Tackling the ‘summer slide’
‘To help investigate the impact of the Challenge, we have been
awarded a £120,000 grant from Arts Council England to undertake an
independent, large-scale study of the Summer Reading Challenge.
The research will be conducted in partnership with the Association
of Senior Children’s and Education Librarians (ASCEL) and
Libraries Connected. This funding will allow us to evaluate the
impact of the Summer Reading Challenge on the ‘summer slide’
in relation to both reading skills and attitudes. A secondary aim is
to explore the role a public library-based reading activity like the
Summer Reading Challenge can have on building wider school
and family engagement with reading.’

Reading is about enjoying books not just having to
learn how to read
‘Research suggests that reading for pleasure is more important
for children’s cognitive development than their parents’ level of
education and is a more powerful factor in life achievement than
socio-economic background.1 Children who read books often at age
10 and more than once a week at age 16 also gain higher results in
maths, vocabulary and spelling tests at age 16 than those who read
less regularly.2
1 A. Sullivan and M. Brown (2013), Social inequalities in cognitive scores at age 16: The role
of reading
2 OECD (2010), PISA 2009 Results: Learning to Learn: Student Engagement, Strategies
and Practices, p. 32-4

We surveyed 1,434 families about the impact that taking part in the
Challenge has had on them and their children, and almost 80% of
parents and carers said that they believed the Challenge encouraged
children to read more over the summer.’
“The Summer Reading Challenge has been an excellent way to
motivate my son to keep up with his reading and writing the reviews
was good for handwriting. He is dyslexic so it is important we don’t let
his skills slip over the summer holidays. He has been very motivated,
and we will use the library regularly from now on. I also intend to
join too.” Parent of 4-7-year-old boy, Birmingham
“It has taught my son that reading is about enjoying books not just
having to learn how to read.” Parent of 4-7-year-old boy, Kent
“The Challenge isn’t about being the best reader, or even being a good
reader, it’s about exploring new ideas and having fun” Natalie Clark,
former Summer Reading Challenge participant.

How to get involved
You can sign up for the Challenge at your local library throughout
the summer, and there are lots more fun children’s activities on the
Summer Reading Challenge website www.space-chase.org.uk.
The Reading Agency is calling for parents and carers to make
#SpaceforReading this #SummerReadingChallenge. Join the
campaign by submitting a photo of your own reading den with the
#SpaceForReading via social media and be in with the chance of
winning a special prize.
All other photos © Dave Warren 2019 for The Reading Agency with
thanks to Pancras Square Library
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And the CLiPPA goes to …
Charlotte Hacking chats with poet Steven Camden, AKA Polarbear
together in this landscape in my mind and so that made it real. The
people it’s based on are multiple versions of me, so those moments
come much more naturally because I’m living it like a film, almost
relaying what I’m seeing instead of generating it. It’s fun going, “I’m
in Maths, my name is Akeem” and then painting that. What am I
feeling on Tuesday morning at 10.30? If you do that, everything will
take care of itself, I don’t have to fabricate anything.’
That piece of his personality also feels evident in his three novels
for young adults Tape (2014), It’s About Love (2015) and Nobody
Real (2018). The settings and characters seem so real and so lived;
the dialogue is completely authentic. ‘My whole thing’, he explains, ‘is
about mining ourselves. I’m lucky, I grew up around people from all
over the place and my family are from all over the place, so I have a
pot of things to draw on. Everything I write is about where I’m from;
everything. I want to celebrate it through my work. I’m not interested
in writing about a thing. I’m interested in writing about people, who
are attached to things and who are going through things. The worst
case scenario for me would be people thinking “he’s written a book
about this.” I’d rather people said I liked the one about Ryan, that’s the
biggest compliment for me. There are things in the books and in the
pieces, but front and centre, I just want real people.’
He credits his fascination with the musicality of speech for the
exceptional lyricism and rhythm in his words: ‘Writing dialogue is
the most fun thing in the world for me as a writer, people speaking
back and forth. I love that. If I’m not in rooms with people, I can’t
write anything. I genuinely can’t. I write the most when I’m around
people talking. It’s all music to me, the journey within; when to beat
fast, when to leave a space, it’s all musical – I hope. It’s the music of
actual people. I’m from musical people, whether that’s my Irish side
or the Caribbean side, I’m from people who just move in a certain
way, and argue a certain way and leave space and have a laugh.’

I meet with Steven Camden just two days after winning the CLiPPA
2019 for his debut children’s collection, Everything All at Once.
In between, he’s been to the Bradford Literature Festival and back to
London to the Unicorn Theatre for a celebration of work he’s been
doing with a local Primary School. This exemplifies everything he
works for; to bring his stories to as many young people as possible
and to inspire them to find the stories within themselves.
As his alter-ego, Polarbear, Steven has been a star on the spoken word
circuit for over ten years, performing nationally and internationally
at events including Glastonbury and alongside artists such as Kate
Tempest. With a CV like this, you may expect him to be highfalutin,
but he’s one of the most modest, humble writers I’ve met. ‘It feels
lovely to win this award’ he tells me, ‘it just wasn’t on the radar
for me, I genuinely didn’t imagine this happening. You make these
things and it’s as close to my personality as it can be, and then it’s
over to you as the reader. So it’s ridiculously exciting for Everything
All at Once to be recognised and it also means that more people
are going to pick it up.’
This collection is a perfect example of one that older children can
engage with and enjoy on a personal and emotional level. The
masterful way in which Steven weaves words to capture the spirit
of secondary school life is what makes this a very special collection,
capturing the humour, heart and soul of school cloakrooms, corridors
and classrooms with such authenticity. What allows him to write
with such genuine insight into the teenage experience? ‘The world
of Everything All at Once was part my secondary school and part
a secondary school I had a residency in at the time. I morphed them
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Film is another major influence on him, allowing him to become
involved in his narratives in a multisensory way, ‘All the books are
films. Score and image, it’s a completely sensory experience for me.’
On writing the poems for Everything All at Once, he explains, ‘In
my mind it’s like one of those documentaries where you float the
camera up and it’s like, now we’re going to Room A Chemistry, then
we’re going back to that person and there are connections in there
that to some people are obvious or not depending on how much you
want to look. What I hope is that people just dip in, pass it around and
if you’re stuck on a train, you might read it through and notice that’s
him or that’s her; those little Easter Eggs all the way through.’
Having experience with writing across a range of forms means he
can be playful and precise with the layout of text in his novels,
experimenting with different fonts to demarcate changes in characters,
laying conversations out on the page, almost like a script. He tells
me that ‘I’ve played more and more each time and some people
genuinely hate it – it’s a real hassle for them.’ But in moving to compile
a written collection of poetry, he was able to hone this craft. Poems
such as ‘Michael vs His Brain (Again)’, ‘Detention’ and ‘Gazelle’, owe
as much to their placement on the page as their use of language in
allowing the reader to become immersed in these moments. Had he
found it difficult moving from spoken word to becoming a page poet?
‘I’ve got friends who are poets of the page, who are knowledgeable,
exciting and playful with the form, people like Nafeesa (Hamed),
Anthony (Anaxagorou) or Warsan (Shire) and I’m looking at them and
going “wow”. The science of that, the scalpel of that – then thinking
right, what’s my version? And the fun was in playing with that. Gaby
(Morgan, Steven’s editor at Macmillan) was really integral in that. She
gave me a wide berth to play and when something was clearly for its

own sake, I had to justify it and she’d show me things that would work
better. Some of it is about space, some of it is with speaking it in mind,
but what a treat to be able to choose the way something looks, that’s
incredible, and a relatively new thing to me.’
As someone who writes so well from the teenage perspective, I was
curious to find out if writing was something he thought he would
do when he was a teenager; ‘Nobody told us that we were allowed.
No one ever told us that and we didn’t know anyone who did it,
so there was that thing that it wasn’t for us. If I’d have known, it
would’ve been in my mind and I’d have got over my insecurities and
been willing to share stuff much quicker I think, if I’d have thought I
could. It’s so nonsensical now, but I think I thought writing was just
things like The Railway Children.’
So what did lead him into the world of crafting such carefully
curated narratives? ‘I am here today because of hip hop and because
of a man called Paul Dennis. I’d been rhyming on the quiet for a
little while and when I was about 18, he would send me tapes of
beats. I should have been a waste of his time, but he allowed me to
learn a craft by rhyming on his music, hoping that he’d like what I
wrote, writing stories that way. That confidence and that wanting to
impress him, that’s what made me want to share and left me feeling
like I could.’
It’s just this feeling that he wants to pass on to the young people he
works with on such a regular basis; ‘I’m kind of on a mission. I just
like the idea of being an example, I think it should be on the shelf
as a career, like being an accountant or rapper, or footballer. Not
everybody wants to write, but everybody is allowed.’
Everything All At Once, Macmillan, 978-1509880034, £6.99 pbk
Tape, HarperCollins, 978-0007511235, £7.99 pbk
It’s About Love, HarperCollins, 978-0007511242, £7.99 pbk
Nobody Real, HarperCollins, 978-0008168384, £7.99 pbk

Charlotte Hacking is Learning Programme
Manager at the Centre for Literacy in
Primary Education, a charity working to
improve literacy in primary schools

Share your pupils’ poetry on NATIONAL POETRY DAY
#MyNPDPoem
The #MyNPDPoem poetry writing challenge is now open, after being launched
by Forward Arts Foundation in association with CLPE at the CLiPPA ceremony.
The challenge encourages schools everywhere to create poems, performances,
displays and special books on a grand scale as part of the 25th anniversary of the
UK’s biggest celebration of poetry on National Poetry Day, Thursday October 3rd.
Once children have written a poem or poems on the theme of truth, schools or
teachers can then share the best on National Poetry Day by tagging pictures on
Instagram or Twitter with #MyNPDPoem. Schools can hold their own poetry show
on National Poetry Day by inviting everyone to perform their poems aloud,
and sharing extracts as appropriate with the #MyNPDPoem hashtag.
Go online at www.nationalpoetryday.co.uk to find free resources including a complete
#MyNPDPoem kit including customisable #MyNPDPoem certificates plus video tips from poets
Michael Rosen, Rachel Rooney, Joseph Coelho, Victoria Adukwei Bully and Karl Nova.
In poetry, truth.

MyNPDPoem BfK ad.indd 1
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Beyond the Secret Garden:
Outside, Over There
In the latest in their series examining BAME representations in children’s
literature, Darren Chetty and Karen Sands-O’Connor look at prizes and
British Children’s Literature.
At the CILIP Carnegie Kate Greenaway medal ceremony recently,
Carnegie medal-winner Elizabeth Acevedo said how proud she was
to be the first woman of colour to win the award. The DominicanAmerican slam poet champion’s first novel, The Poet X, tells the
story of Xiomara, a young woman who struggles to find her voice,
experiences her first love, and challenges her parents’ beliefs. These
are, of course, common young adult literary tropes, but expressed in
what the judges called ‘a truly innovative verse structure’. Acevedo’s
book had competition from other verse novels shortlisted by the
Carnegie judges, including Jason Reynolds’ A Long Way Down and
Kwame Alexander’s Rebound. Additionally, she was not the only
woman of colour on the shortlist; Candy Gourlay’s Bone Talk also
made the list.
Acevedo’s win follows ‘two years after the prize instigated an
independent review into its historical lack of racial diversity, following
widespread anger at 2017’s 20-book, entirely white longlist ’ (https://
www.theguardian.com/books/2019/jun/18/carnegie-medal-firstwriter-of-colour-elizabeth-acevedo-the-poet-x), according to Alison
Flood. In fact, however, Acevedo is not the first woman of colour
to be awarded a prize by CILIP (The Chartered Institute of
Library and Information Professionals); in 2018, Angie Thomas
won the CILIP Amnesty Honour Book for The Hate U Give. The
medal was part of a special Amnesty International UK and CILIP
joint project to raise awareness of books that promoted human
rights. Thomas’s book did not win the Carnegie, although it was
widely praised by groups that shadowed the shortlists. This year,
the Amnesty award was replaced by a Shadowers’ Choice Award;
according to Amnesty officials, this will continue the values of the
Amnesty Honour book because it ‘strongly upholds children’s
human right to a voice’ (https://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/
amnesty-CILIP-honour.php). The Shadowers in their inaugural prize
agreed with the Carnegie judges and picked Acevedo’s book as well.
CILIP, through the changes it has made following the independent
review, has certainly shown a commitment to valuing the
contributions of all British readers. It recently launched Pen and
inc., a new magazine and listings guide to celebrate diversity and
inclusion in children’s publishing, freely available online. CILIP
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has also just launched a BAME network led by Shirley YearwoodJackman, to provide a forum for librarians and information
professionals from Black Asian and Minority Ethnic backgrounds to
share their experiences, support each other and network. In addition,
the authors of this piece were part of a team of volunteers in an
advisory group for the Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Awards
this year. We were invited to observe judges’ shortlisting sessions,
offer questions and prompts for the judges’ deliberations and give
our views on the judging criteria. We were also invited to provide a
training session for the 2020 judges.
Whilst there are many signs of progress, it is notable that all the
shortlisted books for this year, and Thomas’s CILIP Amnesty-winning
book from last year, all are about people of colour in parts of the
world other than Britain. Writing about the Carnegie Medal, Pearson,
Sands-O’Connor and Subramanian suggest that, ‘Race and racism
continue to be issues “out there”, not “over here”’ (“Prize Culture and
Diversity in British Children’s Literature,” 102). White author Tanya

Landman won the 2015 Carnegie for Buffalo Soldier, about a young
African-American woman who becomes a Buffalo soldier in the
American west to escape the brutality of life in the south following the
American Civil War. BAME author Candy Gourlay was shorlisted this
year, but her book is about the Philippines at the turn of the century
and the American invasion; her earlier books about British Filipinos
were not shortlisted. On the other hand, nominations of books by and
about BAME writers are up. Not only did 2019 see the highest number
of nominations altogether (137), but the highest number of books
by and about BAME Britons, including books by Sita Brahmachari
(twice, for Worry Angels and Zebra Crossing Soul Song), Nikesh
Shukla (Run, Riot), Muhammed Khan (I am Thunder), Onjali Rauf
(The Boy at the Back of the Classroom) and Catherine Johnson
(Freedom). This suggests that readers are beginning to recognize and
value the BAME British experience in books.
This recognition is also reflected in the fact that other recent prizes
have not only nominated, but awarded, books by BAME authors.
Several of the Little Rebels award winners have had BAME
characters, including the 2018 winner The Muslims by Zanib
Mian. The Jhalak Prize, which celebrates British BAME writers
for all ages, has shortlisted books by Kiran Millwood Hargrave
(twice) and Onjali Rauf in its three-year history. Patrice Lawrence
won the Bookseller’s YA prize and the Waterstone’s Prize for
Older Readers for Orangeboy in 2016. The Guardian prize for
Children’s Fiction awarded Alex Wheatle’s Crongton Knights in
2016—but has not awarded a prize since then.
The proliferation of prizes for BAME writers is encouraging, but the
concern remains as to whether these prizes will materially improve
the state of British BAME publishing in the long term. In the mid1970s, white activists Rosemary Stones and Andrew Mann started the
Other Award, designed to run counter to the Carnegie and celebrate
anti-racist, anti-sexist and anti-classist literature. It was the first British
award to recognize a BAME writer; Farrukh Dhondy’s East End
at Your Feet won in 1976. The award would go on to recognize
several books about BAME characters, including by white authors
Bernard Ashley (The Trouble with Donovan Croft) and Geraldine
Kaye (Comfort, Herself), and BAME authors Farrukh Dhondy
(a second time for Come to Mecca), Keith Ajegbo (Black Lives,
White Worlds) and John Agard (Say it Again, Granny!). None of
these books are currently available in new editions, and only The
Trouble with Donovan Croft has seen multiple reprintings. One of
the reasons that the Carnegie has received so much attention from
critics concerned with issues of diversity in children’s literature is that

the prize tends to grant some measure of longevity to the awarded
books; Pearson, Sands-O’Connor and Subramanian note that ‘In 2019,
two-thirds of Carnegie winners remain in print, including many from
the ﬁrst two decades of the award’ (91). Prize-winning books are not
only kept in print by school and library purchases, but also because
publishers are more willing to promote them. This is an enormous
issue for BAME writers, who often bear a large part of the burden of
promotion of their own books. As Melanie Ramdarshan Bold points
out in Inclusive Young Adult Fiction (2018): ‘This extra level of
labour and responsibility can be demoralising, demotivating, and
isolating for authors, particularly those who are already marginalised’,
not to mention giving them less time to write..
The Poet X, Elizabeth Acevedo, Electric Monkey, 978-1405291460,
£7.99 pbk
Long Way Down, Jason Reynolds, Faber & Faber, 978-0571335121,
£7.99 pbk
Rebound, Kwame Alexander, Andersen Press, 978-1783447206,
£7.99 pbk
Bone Talk, Candy Gourlay, David Fickling Books, 978-1788450188,
£7.99
The Muslims (Planet Omar), Zanib Mian, Hodder Children’s
Books, 978-1444951226, £6.99 pbk
Orangeboy, Patrice Lawrence, Hodder Children’s Books, 9781444927207, £7.99 bpk
Crongton Knights, Alex Wheatle, Atom, 978-0349002323, £7.99 pbk
Worry Angels, Sita Brahmachari, Barrington Stoke,
978-1781126950, £5.99 pbk
Zebra Crossing Soul Song, Sita Brahmachari, Barrington Stoke,
978-1781126967, £5.99 pbk
Karen Sands-O’Connor is professor of English
at SUNY Buffalo State in New York. She has, as
Leverhulme Visiting Professor at Newcastle University,
worked with Seven Stories, the National Centre
for the Children’s Book, and has recently published
Children’s Publishing and Black Britain
1965-2015 (Palgrave Macmillan 2017).
Darren Chetty is a teacher, doctoral researcher
and writer with research interests in education,
philosophy, racism, children’s literature and hip
hop culture. He is a contributor to
The Good Immigrant, edited by Nikesh Shukla
and published by Unbound, and tweets at
@rapclassroom
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The World Needs More Empathy

A report on Empathy Day 2019 by EmpathyLab founder Miranda
McKearney and others involved in this exciting new campaign.
EmpathyLab founded Empathy Day in 2017, and since then it has
taken off in an extraordinary way. On 11 June, hundreds of thousands
of children experienced empathy-focused activities, in schools,
libraries, bookshops and children’s centres, and there was a virtual
sonic boom with #EmpathyDay trending at number one on Twitter for
most of the Day. There’s clearly something powerful in the message
– the world needs more empathy, and we can use stories to build it.
Professor Robin Banerjee, School of Psychology, University of
Sussex says: ‘If you are interested in fostering children’s wellbeing
and resilience, research suggests that empathy should be a key
priority. All too often, social and emotional education is treated as a
bolt-on to the usual school curriculum. EmpathyLab’s potent strategy
integrates empathy education into everyday literacy and literature
teaching; that’s why I have been involved with supporting the
organisation and its 11 pioneer schools since the very start. If you’re
interested in this area, do read EmpathyLab’s recent impact report
(https://www.empathylab.uk/empathylab-school-trial). It presents
compelling evidence that using literature to educate for empathy
not only can foster empathy skills and well-being, but has a key role
to play in raising literacy standards and wider school improvement.
Professor Teresa Cremin, Faculty of Wellbeing and Education,
Open University: The fact that Empathy day 2019 was celebrated in
thousands of schools across the country this year and was trending
on Twitter reflects the enthusiastic professional response to the work
of EmpathyLab. Needed now more than ever, empathy is a life skill
we cannot afford to ignore.
Empathy Day drew thousands of young people and adults together
into conversations about their own and others’ lives and values.
Making connections through literature offers so many possibilities
for both understanding other’s situations and doing something, for
pro-social action. This above all we surely need to press forward on.
It was a privilege to join the Empathy Day debate in Piccadilly this
year, nudging us all to ponder on the bubbles we inhabit and the
positions we take for granted. As the debate reminded us literature
enables us to wear others’ shoes, live their lives vicariously, and learn.
Rachel Snape, Headteacher/National Leader of Education,
The Spinney School, Cambridge: We have loved being a partner
school with EmpathyLab. The quality and experience of the training
including the inputs from authors, teachers, publishers, academics,
and researchers, has been second to none. My colleagues have had
time to make broader connections, linking books and stories to eternal
human themes and to think about how to shape the curriculum to
prompt deeper learning as well as inspire social action. My colleagues
have loved it and have run with it! We celebrated our Big Write today
with children sharing poems they had written in class. The quality of
the writing as well as the sensitivity in the characterisation is of a level
I am not sure we had before joining this partnership. EmpathyLab
is having a positive impact in our school, not just on the children but
importantly on how our teachers feel about the types of experiences
they can offer. As my fabulous colleague Yvonne Hartley says,
‘EmpathyLab is a return to what teaching should be – it inspires such
a natural, meaningful and enjoyable way of teaching and learning.
There is such a buzz around the school.’
Empathy helps us to connect with others and is what motivates
us to take action to make the world a better place. At the Spinney
School we really value the impact that EmpathyLab has on academic
outcomes, the influence it has on relationships throughout the school
and the development of pro-social skills such as collaboration,
responsible citizenship and conflict resolution. It’s a win-win!
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Louise Johns-Shepherd,
CEO, Centre for Literacy
in Primary Education:
When we first heard about
EmpathyLab it was just a
seed of an idea that was
being tested out – but
it made so much sense
to us at CLPE. It chimed
with our work in so many
ways and we were keen
to support the development and the nurturing of the idea that books
and stories could be used to teach empathy skills. During the time
we’ve been involved as a partner it has grown from a seedling into a
beautiful sunflower of a programme and we’ve been so pleased to see
the developments – and the amazing impact it is having in schools. The
work that EmpathyLab are doing to highlight the connection between
reading and developing empathy is so important, particularly at the
moment, and we are very proud to have been a tiny part of what has
become an exciting movement. We are looking forward to seeing it
blossom even more and the spread empathy across the UK.
S E Durrant, author: Thousands of children took part in Empathy
Day 2019 and I was delighted Running on Empty was one of the
recommended reads. My protagonist, AJ, cares for his parents, who
have learning difficulties, while at the same time grieving for his
grandad and dreaming of running on the Olympic track. Although
AJ’s situation is unique, I wanted him to be as relatable as possible.
Children might empathise with his love of running, his anxiety or his
relationships with his family, but from these small connections they
learn to empathize with his whole character and situation.
While working in schools, I see fiction enable children to
understand the emotions of others. Stories allow children to be
immersed in another person’s experience in a way they can’t in
real life. If children can see some aspect of themselves reflected in
a character they will be better able to understand that character’s
wider story. It is clear that empathy is essential and, as demonstrated
by EmpathyLab, boosting it is very achievable. The invitation to
walk in someone else’s shoes is at the heart of Empathy Day and
is a reminder that beyond our individual stories we are all human.
EmpathyLab’s strategy is based on scientific evidence that reading
builds empathy, and alongside Empathy Day, it is developing a
schools programme to harness that potential more fully. A recent impact
report (www.empathylab.uk/empathylab-school-trial) has evidence
of the programme’s impact on children’s empathy and literacy skills,
their social activism and wellbeing. It also shows an impact on school
improvement, standards and ethos. To get involved, teachers can attend
a training day on the research behind our approach, and practical ideas
for delivering empathy-focused education and events. Led by Founder
Miranda McKearney OBE, it takes place on 19 November. See here for
details: https://www.empathylab.uk/get-involved.
There are linked resources which schools and libraries can continue
to use - go to www.empathylab.uk/store for Toolkits, check out the
amazing empathy-themed illustrations at www.empathylab.uk/2019readforempathy-illustrators-gallery, and use the authors’ blogs here
www.empathylab.uk/2019-readforempathy-blog-tour for inspiration
and as a teaching resource. The 2019 Read For Empathy Guides
are here: www.empathylab.uk/read-for-empathy-guide and you can
watch a wonderful empathy themed StoryMakers Show from Puffin
here: www.puffinschools.co.uk/shows/empathy-day-2019.

I wish I’d written…

Rob Biddulph chooses a picture book classic.

Rob Biddulph’s latest book Show and
Tell (978-0008317911) is published by
HarperCollins Children’s Books, £12.99hbk

The book I wish I’d written is Dogger by Shirley Hughes. It
tells the story of Dave who loses his favourite soft toy, a little
dog called Dogger, whilst out on a walk with his family. They
look everywhere for him but to no avail. The next day, at the
school summer fair, Dave’s misery is compounded when his
sister Bella wins first prize in the raffle – a huge teddy with
a big blue bow. Then, miracle of miracles, Dave spots his
Dogger for sale on the toy stall. Before he can buy him back,
a little girl beats him to it. Bella, in an act of extraordinary
kindness, persuades the girl to swap Dogger for her brand
new teddy and then returns him to Dave, his rightful owner.
I know from experience how difficult it is to squeeze a
complete story arc into just twenty-eight pages, but Shirley
Hughes somehow manages to take us on a journey through a
huge range of emotions: happiness, excitement, worry, sadness
and, ultimately, exhilaration. Rarely has the end of a story felt
so satisfying. She also manages to throw in an element of misdirection (we’re really not overly thrilled when Bella wins the
bear) and hide a few visual clues as to what is going to happen
within her wonderfully evocative illustrations. This makes the Dogger (978-1862308053) is published
second read a very different experience to the first – something by Red Fox, £6.99.
that is essential in a picture book that will, in all probability, be read night after night.
Dogger is the first book that I can ever remember reading, and in many ways, it has defined the art
of storytelling for me ever since. I have bought many copies for friends over the years, and it still
has pride of place on my bookshelf today.

Good Reads

Our Good Reads are chosen by pupils at Wycombe Abbey,
Buckinghamshire. Thanks to school librarian Jonathan Guy.

Stoneheart
Charlie Fletcher, Hodder Children’s Books,
978-0340911631, pbk
Stoneheart, the first book of an exciting and totally
original trilogy, is set in a parallel universe, where
London is the backdrop for an everlasting battle
between flesh and stone. It tells the gripping story
of George and Edie who are on the run from the
statues and gargoyles of the city. As they battle to
survive and stay one step ahead of their foes, they
begin to meet some renegade statues who have
good intentions; for example, Gunner who is a statue
based on a World War I soldier. With his help Charlie
and Edie find themselves gradually defying the
odds as they attempt to end the ‘Cold War’. I would
recommend this book to anyone wanting a dose of
pure escapism because inside these 484 pages both
language and drama to keep the reader engaged at

every twist and turn, and I defy you not to get caught
up in the thrill of the chase. Sasha (UIII / year 7)

House of Windows
Alexia Casale, Faber & Faber, 978-0571321537,
£7.99 pbk
House of Windows focuses on a boy called Nick
who is going to Cambridge University at the age of
15, which he says is because he “works hard”. His
father spends all his time working and leaves his son
with “replacements” as Nick describes them. He didn’t
fit in at school but finds socialising and adjusting at
Cambridge even harder. In a last throw of the dice he
joins the rowing crew as a cox to try and make friends
but, just as things begin to look up, an unexpected
twist throws everything into a spiral of confusion…
This book really shows what is possible if you work
for it and also the problem of being younger than
others whilst trying to make friends. House of
Windows will make you more aware of the people
around you and will help you contemplate life. It has
had a massive impact on my life, it has really made
me reflect about what friendship and family mean,
and about the struggles involved in finding a sense of
belonging. Milly (UIII, year 7)

Not If I Save You First
Ally Carter, Orchard Books, 978-1408349090, £7.99 pbk
Not If I Save You First is an epic novel about a
girl named Maddie whose best friend, Logan, just
happens to be the president’s son. Maddie’s family
move away to the middle of nowhere in Alaska right
after her father survived taking a bullet saving the

Felicity

Bella

Milly

Ernest Cline, Arrow, 978-0099560432, £8.99 pbk
Ready Player One is a pulsating and gripping sci-fi /
dystopian novel about a time when everyone on Earth
escapes life by living in a virtual world called Oasis.
When the creator of the Oasis dies, he leaves behind
a series of puzzles to solve. Whoever solves all the
problems gets a key. Three keys equals the Golden
Egg and ownership of Oasis. At first everyone attempts
to retrieve the keys by tackling the challenges but,
after a while, frustration and lack of success results in
a dwindling number of participants. The story follows
the reckless journey of Wade and his die-hard Gunter
(egg hunter) friends, as they encounter enemies and
face their fears along the way, and ultimately become a
part of something bigger than they ever imagined. This
book has a convincing plotline that works so well, with
twists you never see coming. The characters astound
you with their courage and a certain talent for gaming,
which drags you into the quest. A little like the heroes
themselves, this book is one you simply won’t (and
can’t) give up on. Nadia (UIII / year 7)

Nadia

Ready Player One

first lady. The plot follows the journeys of Maddie
and Logan—six years later, after Logan is sent to
Maddie’s cabin for his safety. They haven’t talked for
all those six years; Maddie was heartbroken since
Logan had never replied to any of her letters. Things
turn sinister when a mysterious man suddenly shows
up, kidnaps Logan and shoots Maddie. How far will
they both go to keep each other safe? This book
takes you on a thrilling, rollercoaster ride and asks:
what you would sacrifice to keep certain people
safe? Heart-stopping, pulse-quickening and breathtaking fun. Bella (UIII, year 7)

The 100
Kass Morgan, Hodder and Stoughton,
978-1444766882, £8.99 pbk
After a devastating nuclear war humanity has
evacuated Earth and the remaining people are living
on a spaceship. Now time is running out as the
colony’s supplies are almost gone, so one hundred
juvenile delinquents are sent down to Earth on what
looks like a suicide mission. But will it be a second
chance at life? I really enjoyed this book because
it is fast paced and exciting. It is narrated by four
very different protagonists, so you get a number of
perspectives about such a complex situation. From
the opening scene, anyone who loves thrillers will be
hooked. How will the hundred survive? What threats
will they face? With concerns about environmental
catastrophe dominating the news headlines, a taut,
tense and nail-biting novel which explores how
humanity responds to an apocalyptic disaster could
hardly be more relevant. Felicity (UIII, year 7)
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Under 5s Pre – School/Nursery/Infant
B is for Baby

HHHHH
Atinuke, illus Angela Brooksbank,
Walker Books, 40pp,
9781406371086, £11.99 hbk
It is time to visit Baba in the next
village. Big Brother will cycle over with
a big basket of bananas and,though
he doesn’t know it, baby. They will
pass the baobab tree, cycle down
the bumpy path, meet butterflies,
birds and a baboon - and finally be
welcomed by Baba.
Bold illustrations that fully occupy
each spread whether as single pages
or double, crossing the gutter, bring
this enchanting, accessible picture
book to life. The artist’s vibrant palette
ensures each composition is not
just immediate but full of details to
extend and add to the spare text which
revolves around the letter B creating
a lovely rhythm with each repetition.
The author, Atinuke, lives in Wales but
here, as with her Anna Hibiscus and
No 1 Car Spotter series, she takes us
to West Africa and Angela Brooksbank
responds bringing a landscape
different to some but recognisable and
familiar to others, to a vivid reality. We
are with Big Brother as he cycles down
that bumpy track; we giggle with Baby
hiding among the bananas.
This is a truly joyous picture book
that will be a delight to share with
Baby, opening eyes and minds. It is
one to join Handa and Mr Gumpy on
the shelf or in the Kinderbox and will
hopefully enchant babies and their
parents (and grandparents) for many
years. FH

Astro Girl

HHHH
Ken Wilson-Max (author &
illustrator) Otter-Barry, 32pp,
978-1-91095-921-3, £11.99 hbk
This delightful picture book starts with
Astrid kneeling on her bed, looking
at the stars through her telescope,
with lots of space-related stuff in her
bedroom. She tells her friend Jake
that she wants to be an astronaut,
and also announces this fact to her
Dad at breakfast. Are you sure? asks
Dad, and in subsequent pages he
reels off all the things an astronaut
must do – go round and round the
earth (he swings her around), eat food
out of packet or tube (she munches
on a cereal bar) , get used to zerogravity ( he throws her up in the air),
do science experiments ( she makes
cookies), sleep on her own ( ‘That will
be very hard’, says Astrid, ‘but I’ll do
it’). To everything else, she has said
“I can do that”. At last it’s the day
they are going to fetch Mum, and Dad
straps her into her car seat. They go to
the airbase, and they are in the front
of the crowd when the doors open and
out walked three people. Of course,
one of them is Mum, the astronaut,
and Astrid gives her Mum a big hug,
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telling her she wants to be like her.
The book ends with information about
astronauts, space food and training,
and 5 female astronauts, including
the first African American woman and
the first woman of Indian origin.
It’s a very encouraging story, and Ken
Wilson-Max’s illustrations, with their
textured look, are as delightful as ever. DB

The Light in the Night

HHHH
Marie Voight, Simon and Schuster,
32pp, 978 1 4711 7326 4, £6.99 pbk
Betty loves the night because the
stories are so much more magical
then. Whilst reading one of her
favourite books, about a bear called
Cosmo who is afraid of the dark, the
bear suddenly pops into view at the
end of her bed. She is delighted and
is ready to show him how lovely the
dark can be. ‘We need the dark to see
the light,’ she explains, and hand in
hand they go out with only her lantern
to show the way. A dancing light leads
them further and further into the
woods where they come upon a cave.
Cosmo is not happy about going into
it, but Betty leads the way. When they
come to a lake, there is a boat waiting
which takes them further in. Should
they turn out the lantern as requested
on a big sign? Cosmo wants to turn
around, but Betty, whilst a bit nervous,
does as asked, and they are treated
with the most magical sight of all. The
cave is full of glow worms that light up
the whole interior. It is only when they
come out that Betty confesses she has
lost her way and doesn’t know how to
get home. It is Cosmo who takes her in
hand, and together they return singing.
Both have learned how friendship can
help the most faint-hearted. The story
and the pictures that go with it are
thoroughly enchanting, mysterious
whilst also being encouraging. The
fearful will identify with Cosmo – and,
later, Betty – but will also find their
adventures entertaining. ES

Alphonse, There’s Mud on the
Ceiling!

HHHHH
Daisy Hirst, Walker Books, 32pp,
978 1 4063 7475 9, £11.99 hbk
Living in a flat on the seventh floor, the
extremely lively Natalie and brother
Alphonse make use of every item in,
and all the space within their home
in their play, until their long-suffering
Dad calls a halt to their mayhem
creating (which includes the mud in
the title). His ‘NATALIEALPHONSE,
that is not a good game for indoors!’
is countered by Natalie’s complaint
that there’s nowhere else they can
play and moreover her pal Elfrida is
going to sleep in a tent in the garden
of her house. Natalie’s going to live
in the park she tells her Dad and
flounces out – alone.
In a bush in the park she finds a

hole and some other things including
a squirrel she names Squilliam; but
before long Alphonse appears on
the scene, accompanied by Dad.
An amnesty is soon called and back
home once again, the two terrors
prove that being wild in the jungle
can take place anywhere, even a tiny
balcony seven floors up, just so long
as you have plenty of sticks and some
other paraphernalia to hand.
Daisy
Hurst
has
already
demonstrated her observational
brilliance in her two previous Natalie
and Alphonse books; she does so
again with this one: it’s priceless and
doubtless will make adult readers
aloud chuckle as they share it with
little humans. JB

Umbrella

HHHH
Written and illustrated by Elena
Arevalo Melville, Scallywag Press,
32pp, 978-1-912650-01-9, £11.99 hbk
There’s an umbrella lying in the
park, so Clara puts it on a bench.
To her amazement the umbrella
thanks her - but talking isn’t the only
wonder unleashed by Clara’s act of
thoughtfulness. There are all sorts
of marvels tucked away beneath the
umbrella’s shabby-looking canopy.
Clara finds a ‘lovely someone’ to play
with – a cat to keep her company but the umbrella doesn’t stop there.
Old Mr Roberts can’t reach the
apples anymore so an elephant is
thoughtfully provided to help him.
And when the Moodie boys interrupt
their family picnic with a tantrum, a
band of butterflies emerges, bringing
‘magic and music’ to the delight and
distraction of everyone.
All except the sly old fox, of course,
who’s been quietly visible on almost
every spread and whose promotion
centre-stage will please those children
who’ve already spotted him. Mr Fox
wants riches and has been waiting for
his chance to commit a sneaky act of
theft. But the umbrella “doesn’t take
kindly to commands” and drenches
him with an unexpected downpour. In
a change-of-heart denouement that
feels a little rushed, Mr Fox realizes his
error and apologises, and everyone
gathers beneath the umbrella to be
showered with rainbows instead.
This quirky book takes a familiar
folktale trope – the object of power,
capable of granting wishes to the
righteous – and plays with it, forging
its own eccentric and appealing path
through a landscape that feels fresh
and new. Arevalo Melville’s illustrations
are confident to be themselves and
don’t talk down – there’s no hint of the
cute and cuddly in this book, despite
its subject-matter, and children will
be pleasantly challenged as well as
entertained.
Although charming, the text doesn’t
quite sing, but its overall message is
clear and compelling. If we behave
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with kindness and respect and thereby
open ourselves to finding it, the world
is full of joy. Or, as the umbrella puts it,
‘anything is possible.’ CFH

I Don’t Want to be Small

HHHH
Laura Ellen Andersen, Bloomsbury
Children’s Books, 28pp,
978 1 4088 9406 4, £6.99 pbk
The little boy is very little, much
smaller than his classmates, and this
means he can’t ride on the big rides
at the fair, and even when he gets
hand-me-downs from his brother,
they are too big for him. The other
children don’t seem to notice him
much, and all this makes him so
cross that he throws his teddy up in
the air – and it lands in a tree! He
tries all sorts of weird and wonderful
ways to get it down, but nothing
works. Along comes a girl, a friendly
girl, who is much taller, and together
they manage to get teddy down by
working together. The humour in this
book is super and very appealing, as
are the rhyming couplets. Lots of the
action is in the illustrations – comic
pictures of children with expressive
faces. The theme of being able to
accept your body as it is remains
current and important, as is the need
for friends who are willing to help: ‘We
play games and laugh for the rest of
the day – I’m small and she’s tall and
we’re perfect that way.’ Good fun! ES

How to be on the Moon

HHHH
Written and illustrated by Viviane
Schwarz, Walker Books, 32pp,
978-1-4063-7992-1, £11.99 hbk
“Let’s go to the moon!” said Anna.
“But that’s out in space,” said
Crocodile. “Space is dark, and there’s
nobody there, and the moon is
really very far away. It will be almost
impossible.”
“I like that,” said Anna. “Let’s go!”
Many would be daunted by a
trip to the Moon, but not Anna. Her
stalwart companion, Crocodile, does
his best to keep her firmly grounded
with cautious references to the
skills required. But Anna can ‘do
maths’ and reckons that Crocodile
has enough patience for the two of
them. She builds the rocket while
Crocodile prepares a picnic and
soon they’re blasting into space in
a whimsical construction that looks
more like a playhouse than a rocket.
The travellers while away their
journey with a sandwich-eating game
called Crocodiles in Space. And then
the moon fills their viewing screen,
in all its Clangers-and-tinfoil electronmicroscope-evoking glory, and the
friends head out in spacesuits to
bounce around in zero gravity and
gaze at the wonders of the earth.
“Do you think it misses us?” asks
Anna, in a wistful moment that
captures their closeness. By the
time they reach home, though, she’s
as ebullient as ever. “It was almost

impossible!” she cries, as their rocket
bursts through her bedroom window.
“But we had the skills!” And readers,
too, will feel that anything is possible.
Schwarz’s delightful illustrations
draw us into Anna’s world, which
becomes increasingly colourful and
chaotic as her imagination takes flight.
The friends have a rapport that infuses
every spread, and Schwarz’s ear for
dialogue captures the essence of
their partnership. Crocodile is careful
and caring, with the commitment
to see things through and an eye
for detail that Anna lacks. Anna, of
course, supplies the energy, the wild
imaginative leaps and the confidence
that everything will work out right.
Particularly satisfying (and relatively
unusual in a picturebook of this type)
is the nuanced depiction of their
partnership, with all the give-andtake and insight that true friendship
requires. Anna respects Crocodile and
accepts his advice and leadership. In
turn, she enables Crocodile to explore
his silly side and discover that he’s
braver than he thought.
Great fun and with more depth
than may at first appear, this book will
be enjoyed by children from around
3-6 years and offers lots of potential
for creative exploration and learning
through play. CFH

Amazing

HHHHH
Steve Antony, Hodder Children’s
Book, 32pp, 978-1-44494470-9,
£12.99, hbk
Here is a little boy who is amazing.
Not only does he have a special
little dragon for a companion -other
children probably have a dog or a cat
- just watch how he powers across
each page laughing, dancing, racing doing everything together and with his
friends who are as amazing.
Steve Antony’s illustrations burst
off each double spread whether
they are vignettes showing snapshot
actions or bold double-page spreads
full of colour and movement. That
his young protagonist is a wheelchair
user is irrelevant; this is a boy, who
with his friends - and a lively bunch
they are too - is grasping life to the
full with the support of his dragon
companion, Zippo. And you do not
require a wheelchair to need the
support of such a companion as
every child knows. There are far too
few picture books where a child who
is a wheelchair user (or indeed with a
hearing aid or even glasses perhaps)
is shown naturally taking charge of
the narrative with nothing to draw
attention to the situation except the
illustration. Here Antony makes it very
clear that children are children and all
have the right to be centre stage, to
see themselves, not as the supporting
cast but in the spotlight for all the best
reasons; enjoying fun and games. It
would be Amazing if over the next year,
such joyful, inclusive, child- centred
books become the norm. FH

Humperdink

HHH
Sean Taylor,ill. Claire Alexander,
Quarto publishing, 29pp,
9781786035424, £11.99 hbk
This is a sweet picture book perfect for
pre-schoolers because that’s where
it is set. A little elephant has joined
a pre-school and obviously wants
to join in with all the fun. The book
explains how their play works, then
the Humperdink the elephants joins
pre-school and their play becomes a
bit tricky. He can’t really do the things
they can and when he does it all goes
a bit wrong: ‘His big bottom squashed
Ryan’s favourite hat.’ for example.
However the children decide to go
with the things Humperdink likes to

do and they enter his world which is
full of even more adventure.
Claire Alexander’s illustrations lend
a whimsical feel to the book as they
have a sketchy style which gives lovely
movement to the pages. The scenes
perfectly capture life inside a preschool setting with lots of different
activities like painting, dressing up,
building blocks so there are lots of
recognisable elements for young
children to identify with. Language is
simple and perfect for reading aloud
with a younger child and definitely
for sharing in a pre-school setting.
It’s also a good one for helping small
children understand it’s important
to include everybody and explore
everybody’s interests. SG

5 – 8 Infant/Junior
Mighty Min

HHHHH
Melissa Castrillõn, Alison Green
Books, 32pp, 978 1 4071 8531 6,
£6.99 pbk
Tiny, young Min, who lives with her
four ‘small-but-mighty’ aunts, Flora,
Lily, Olive and Clementine is fortunate
in having this quartet to regale her
with pre-bedtime stories every night
as they sit around the fire in their
miniature house at the bottom of the
garden. These tales are of the aunts’
amazing escapades and Min loves
to hear them but longs to have an
adventure of her own to recount.
One night, unable to sleep Min
is surprised to hear a voice and
suddenly she’s seized by large claws
and whisked away. The owl, for that
is what it was, explains that he’s no
intention of eating her; rather it needs
her help, for a monster in the garden
is frightening all the animals. Despite
being unsure of her usefulness, on
account of her lack of stature, Min
agrees to do what she can. She goes
on to rescue baby rabbits, untangle
a knotted tail, turn over a beetle,
bandage a grasshopper and calm
two snails while growing ever more
angry with the monster in so doing.
Determined to tell it what she thinks
of the chaos it’s caused, she refuses
to run when urged. Turning round she
finds herself staring right into the
huge eyes of a fierce-looking, sharpclawed creature. Will the tiny Min
find the courage to stand up to the
terroriser, and if so how?
Charming,
meticulously
draw
illustrations executed in warm hues
give a dreamlike quality to the entire
book, which is an enchanting tale
of self-discovery and a powerful
demonstration of how conflict can be
overcome by other means than mere
physicality. Small but mighty, Min truly
is as she tells her aunts of her own
adventure.
Sheer delight from cover to cover.
JB

Hummingbird

HHHHH
Nicola Davies, illus Jane Ray,
Walker Books, 32pp,
978-1406379273, £11.99 hbk
Even if you’ve never seen a
hummingbird, this beautiful book –
words by Nicola Davies, illustrations
by Jane Ray – will make them feel not
just familiar but family. It describes
the extraordinary journey these tiniest
of birds make twice every year, flying
from Central America to the north of
the USA and Canada then back again
– each trip over 3,000 kilometres. It
takes us with them on their journey
and introduces readers to different
people who see the hummingbirds
as they make their way north, starting
with a little girl and her grandmother,
in the garden of the grandmother’s
house in Mexico. The little girl is
going on a journey too, as far as the
hummingbirds, and the little birds
become a means to show that love
is not interrupted by distance. As the
hummingbirds visit more gardens,
or are seen by more people, their
journey serves to remind readers of
how connected we are to nature too,
and how much it does to brighten
our lives. There’s a huge amount of
information conveyed in the book
about ruby-throated hummingbirds,
facts about their size, their feeding
habits, courtship and nesting (did you
know for example that a hummingbird
nest is the size of a walnut-half, just
big enough for two eggs but able to
stretch as the babies grow).
Nicola Davies is a superb narrator
and
turns
the hummingbird’s
migration into an unforgettable story,
while Jane Ray was born to paint
hummingbirds: the delicacy and detail
of her illustrations, their jewel-like
colours, and sense of movement bring
these tiny birds to life on the page. She
invests as much life and character
in the human protagonists too,
presenting so many different people
with warmth and understanding.
Produced in association with
the RSPB, there’s both index and
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bibliography in the book, and no
doubt many readers will want to
spend more time reading about these
amazing, beautiful birds. AR

King Otter

HHHHH
Jane Porter, Simon and Schuster,
32pp, 978 1 4711 7338 7, £6.99, pbk
What happens, on finding a box full of
splendid clothes, boots and a crown?
Well, Otter feels just kingly. As he tries
them on he feels taller, more exciting
and extra specially handsome. He
decides he must be KING Otter, and
he starts commanding the animals
to bow down to him, to make him a
throne, and they do. He felt he must
be seen as king by all the inhabitants
of the countryside, and commands a
Grand Parade, and a golden coach
to be pulled by unicorns. Despite
the squirrels trying to tell him that
unicorns don’t really… the birds,
squirrels and hedgehogs all do as
commanded. The ‘unicorns’ bravely
pull the coach up the hill, as King
Otter demands more speed. Look at
the picture, the hedgehogs wearing
their tied-on unicorn horns! Pride
comes before….. CRASH! The silken
ropes snap and the golden coach rolls
back down the hill, tumbling the otter
into the mud. His squeals for help are
ignored. Nobody comes. ‘Treason!
Treachery!’ Otter shrieks. Left alone,
he ponders on his behaviour. The
end of the story sees Otter asking to
join in the other animals’ games, and
they readily agree. A great little fable
about the importance of friendship,
delightfully told and beautifully
illustrated. Children will love to
examine the expressions on the
faces of all the different creatures,
executed with just a few deft strokes,
and maybe draw their own versions of
these characters. GB

The Adventures of
Harry Stevenson

HHHH
Ali Pye, Simon and Schuster,
192pp, 978-1471170232, £5.99 pbk
There have been quite a few notable
guinea pigs in children’s literature,
chief among them Olga Da Polga of
course, but Harry Stevenson is very
much an original creation, and a
thoroughly appealing character. His
favourite occupations are eating,
sleeping and eating some more,
though he does enjoy snuggling up
to his owner Billy and indeed, the real
affection between the two of them
is one of the many pleasures of this
book. Despite his love of a quiet
life, Harry has two daring adventures
in this book fortunately emerging
unscathed and perhaps slightly
wiser from each: when his family
move house, Harry finds himself
left behind, and has to hitch lifts via
various modes of transport to follow
the van; settled into their new home,
a mistake with the strings of a bunch

of balloons sees him flying over the
town before he lands slap bang in the
middle of local team Sparky FC’s cup
tie. There’s a perfect mix of peril and
humour in both stories, and running in
the background are gentle storylines
about Billy and how he’s coping with
the move and a new home – readers
will appreciate how important it is
to him too that Harry makes it back
safely. Ali Pye’s illustrations – in
black and a wonderful fluorescent
orange - serve to break up the text
and add to the reading enjoyment.
She also sneaks in lots of facts about
looking after guinea pigs and their
lifestyles and fills the pictures of Harry
‘popcorning’ with happiness with real
joy. A very good book for confident
young readers. AR

The Happy Lion

HH
By Louise Fatio, ill by Roger
Duvoisin, Scallywag Press, 32pp,
978-1-912650-06-4, £12.99 hbk
In a little French zoo lives a happy
lion. He has his own enclosure, and
lots of people visit him to say bonjour.
The lion loves his friends – especially
Francois, the keeper’s son - so when
he notices an open gate, he decides
to go a-visiting. The townspeople
don’t seem very pleased to see him,
though. They do strange, confusing
things like fainting and running away,
and Lion can see firemen advancing
on him with a hose. What are they
doing? Luckily for all concerned,
Francois arrives and Lion decides to
go back quietly to the zoo where he
can be safe and happy once again.
First published in 1954 and
illustrated by Caldecott-medal-winning
Duvoisin with alternating black-andwhite and two-colour spreads, this
charmingly-illustrated
book
has
genuine mid-century styling and will
appeal to art lovers as well as the
nostalgia market. The lion is drawn
with great sensitivity and Duvoisin’s
tawny palette is pleasingly appropriate.
Fatio’s text is well-structured
for attentive listeners aged 3+,
but the story itself poses some
challenges. For some readers this
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will be a heartwarming tale about
a cheerful lion who realizes where
true friendship lies. For others, it
may feel less comfortable. Children
these days are more aware of animal
welfare and the lion’s old-fashioned
and rather barren zoo enclosure may
strike a discordant note. The lion’s
relationship with the townsfolk isn’t
straightforward, either. “I suppose
this must be the way people behave
when they are not at the zoo,” thinks
the lion, confronted with the terror
he inspires. Having believed himself
loved for his essential self and certain
that those who come to see him are
his friends, Lion discovers this to be
untrue. Only Francois understands
him. To be acceptable in the eyes of
others, Lion must ‘un-lion’ himself
and return to his enclosure.
Fatio assures us on the final
page that he remains a Happy Lion,
but tellingly remarks that “if you
opened his door, he would not want
to go out visiting again.” And it’s
this exposure of the gap between
Lion’s understanding of the situation
and its reality that raises questions
around wildness and ‘othering’.
Even though young readers may not
be able to articulate their concerns,
they – and we – are being propelled
into uncomfortable territory. There
is no possible outcome for Lion that
allows him to be happy by expressing
his own needs and desires, and this is
something that sensitive readers may
not enjoy. CFH

Nell & the Circus of Dreams

HHHHH
Nell Gifford, ill. Briony May Smith,
Oxford University Press, 32pp,
978 0 1927 6594 9, £11.99 hbk
Currently living in the Cotswolds near
to the home of the wonderful Gifford’s
Circus, I was instantly drawn to this
book written by its founder Nell Gifford.
She names her main character Nell
too and the story begins one summer
when Nell’s mother is so poorly she’s
unable to get out of bed. Feeling sad,
the little girl wanders into the farmyard
and comes upon a tiny, lost chick that
she names Rosebud. The two are soon
great friends and Rosebud becomes
the keeper of Nell’s dreams and fears
but one night the chick disappears.
Next morning on discovering the
loss, Nell dashes outside and through
the meadows until she finds herself
surrounded by huge wooden wheels.
She smells breakfast cooking and
hears hammering sounds: Nell has
walked into a circus just in time to
watch the big tent going up. The circus
folk are friendly and invite her into one
of the wheeled homes to share a meal
with them. Nell tries to explain that
she’s looking for her lost chick but is
interrupted by the sound of music that
causes the entire family to get up and
rush out into the big tent. She’s totally
entranced by the magical performance
but suddenly she discovers something
that fills her with even greater joy: a
small chicken standing on a rostrum in
a circle of light …
Although the circus soon has to

depart, Nell carries those wonderful
memories with her always and
finds her own ways to relive them. A
mesmerising tale that truly captures
the wonders of the author’s particular
circus community; it’s made all the
more magical by Briony May Smith’s
richly detailed scenes, every one of
which is an absolute delight. I’d love
to have any of them framed and
displayed in my home. JB

Where Is Your Sister?

HHHH
Puck Koper, Two Hoots, 32pp,
978 1 5098 6722 6, £11.99 hbk
Saturday is shopping day for Mum,
Harriet and her twin sister who
narrates this story set in a busy
department store. What makes this
a tolerable experience is the store’s
café with cake. On this occasion
though, Mum announces that
they’ve no time to stop at the café
and as they rush hither and thither,
the discussion about the possibility
of cake of various kinds continues
between mother and narrator. Harriet
however, is distracted by a dog and
becomes separated from the other
two.
There follows a madcap search
through the entire store as mother
and girl dash frantically through
every department never quite getting
close enough to Harriet to catch up
with her but in so doing thoroughly
embarrassing the narrator until
following a flying leap on Mum’s part
the three are reunited. Guess what
they do to celebrate …
Using only reds, blues, black
and white the author/illustrator
has created a series of superbly
funny scenes that with a plethora of
spotted and striped patterns serve to
heighten the frenzy of the searchers
and shoppers. I love Harriet’s final
throwaway comment, “On Monday it’s
your turn to distract Mum.” Readers
can add to their enjoyment as they
search the busy scenes wherein the
missing girl is hiding in plain sight in
this engaging romp. JB

The Suitcase

HHHHH
Chris Naylor-Ballesteros, Nosy Crow,
32pp, 978 1 78800 447 3,
£11.99 hbk
When a strange, exhausted, and
frightened animal appears one day,
the other three animals are intrigued.
What is in his suitcase? When he
replies that there is a tea cup, a table
and chair, and a little house with a
beautiful view, they find this hard to
believe. It is my home, he simply says.
Then, being tired, he falls asleep.
The fox, the bird and the dog are
convinced they really need to know
what is in the suitcase, so they break
it open – not without caveats from the
dog. What they find is heartbreaking:
a broken teacup, and a picture of a
little house with a table and a teacup
and their new acquaintance sitting
drinking tea. The fox thinks he has
lied to them, the bird remembers he
told them about the tea cup, and the
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dog is horrified that they have broken
open the suitcase. Meanwhile, the
stranger is dreaming about running
away, climbing mountains and hiding
from danger. The ending is wonderful
– full of love and empathy and the
kind of understanding that we all
hope children will absorb and learn.
Lots of white space on the pages,
print in different colours (matching
the colours of the animals), and the
simple illustrations add much to the
whole. Refugees are an important
part of our world now, and this story
will help children to be welcoming to
those who are sad and lonely.ES

Joseph’s Cradle

HHHHH
Jude Daly, Otter-Barry Books, 32pp,
978 1 91095 979 4, £11.99 hbk
This gentle, charming book, set in
South Africa, is a lovely evocation of life
in a small village and the importance
of traditions. There is a large, old tree
in the middle of the village, much
loved by the inhabitants. The children
climb it, the elders gather under it,
and it is the centre of life. One day,
the boy Joseph climbs it and feels he
has reached the sky. But when he is
an adult and married, a storm comes
along and blows the tree down. The
villagers are dismayed, but luckily,
Joseph has planted seeds from the
tree and produces a young sapling
to replace it. He also takes a part of
the trunk from the fallen tree and
makes a beautiful cradle out of it for
his and his wife’s first born, Sisi. When
the baby grows out of it, the cradle is
passed from person to person in the
village, and all the new babies’ names
are carved into the side. Sisi grows
up and has children of her own, and
they all use the cradle, but when her
children are grown and are expecting
their own babies, a terrible thing
happens. A fire sweeps through part
of the village, and Joseph’s house is
burned. Where is the cradle? Has it
survived the fire? The story is based
on a real one, one that happened in
Australia, and makes a lovely story
in this setting too. The illustrations
are delicate and detailed, with
tiny glimpses of the insides of the
thatched homes and depictions of
animals and people. There’s much to
talk about here, and the vivid picture
of a culture so different from our own
is a treat in itself. ES

Me and Mrs Moon

HHHH
Helen Bate, (author & illustrator)
Otter-Barry Books, 42pp,
978-1-91095-994-7 £12.99 hdbk
Mrs Moon lives next door to Maisie,
and every day she picks her up from
school, with her friend Dylan, and
looks after them, and they all have
a lot of fun together in the school
holidays. They love her and her dog,
Jack, and call her Granny Moon, but
when she starts acting strangely
they are puzzled and concerned.

At Christmas time, the friends find
the room hung with colourful socks,
and she asks them to decorate an
enormous Christmas tree with toilet
paper streamers. She talks to a folk
band which isn’t there, and at one
point thinks Maisie is her daughter
Angela, but she can sometimes be
perfectly normal. Maisie and Dylan
see an item on TV about dementia,
and they worry that Granny Moon
will have to go away, especially
when she becomes worried about a
little girl trapped in the radiator. Not
recognising Danny in the park means
that Danny’s Dad also becomes
concerned, but then she seems fine
again. It only becomes really obvious
when Granny Moon wakes them all
in the middle of the night trying to
take the radiator off the wall, and
Angela has to be summoned from
Australia. Tension and upset results
as Mrs Moon resents interference,
but eventually all is resolved
satisfactorily.
This is a useful graphic novel about
love and loyalty, and it may help the
many children who find they know
someone with dementia, or have to
cope with a relative whose behaviour
is puzzling. The worry about a girl
in the radiator is a true example of
the effect dementia can have on a
person’s mind, and a book written
by Martin Slevin about his mother is
the basis for this part of the story.
Helen Bate is a qualified architect,
and draws people with real character.
She likes to produce books which will
help in a situation, and this is also an
enjoyable read. DB

The Climbers

HHHH
Ali Standish, ill. Alette Straathof,
Stripes, 978 1 78895 038 1, £7.99
hbk
This title is one of the latest additions
to a series that aims to bridge the gap
between picture books and chapter
books by presenting a contemporary
story with full colour Illustrations
throughout. The lyrical tale of lonely,
brave Alma who longs to explore and
protect the exciting forest world beyond
her narrow town has themes of hope,
courage, friendship and connection
and ably fulfils the publisher’s aim of
presenting children with diverse stories
of global appeal. Alma befriends a
frightened bear cub and, when the two
are driven away from their home by
frightened, angry adults, Alma and her
beloved Star Bear find other children
and animals like themselves and seek
a home and freedom in an expansive
treetop world.
Child and adult readers will enjoy
sharing this simple seeming story with
its appealing and vibrant illustrations
and will recognise echoes of a troubled
present- day world in which children
must resist and break through the
fears, prejudices and boundaries that
adults try to force upon them. This is a
small book with big themes, accessible

and moving, suitable for sharing or
for newly independent readers. The
immersive illustrations beautifully
portray the strong relationship between
children and animals, the lush jungle
setting and the emotions of the
characters and combine with the text
to present a thought-provoking story
about friendship and tolerance to
young readers. SR

The Missing Bookshop

HHHHH
Katie Clapham, ill. Kirsti Beautyman,
Stripes, 84pp, 978 1 78895 042 8,
£7.99 hbk
This appealing and heart-warming
story joins the publisher’s range of
simple stories for newly independent
readers with beautiful full colour
illustrations throughout. The author
is an award-winning independent
bookseller and her debut book is
the perfect read for lovers of books,
bookshops and stories. Mrs Minty’s
bookshop is Milly’s favourite place
and she loves going to story-time
every week and testing Mrs Minty’s
ability to find the right book on
whatever Milly’s current passion is,
from bears or pirates to ponies and
aliens. One day, however, Milly notices
that both Mrs Minty and her shop are
looking rather old and creaky. When
the shop closes and is put up for sale
Milly is determined to save it and her
brilliant idea draws many fellow book
lovers to join her resulting in a happy
and satisfying ending.
This is a wonderful book for
children who love reading; it may
also encourage those who are
not so sure. It has a gentle, heartwarming feel and a strong message
about everyone being able to make
a difference. The subtly coloured
illustrations fill every page and draw
the reader into the enchanted world
of the bookshop complementing the
text perfectly to celebrate the joys of
reading and its power to shape lives,
the strength of community action and
the importance of bookshops to the
people who love them. The implicit
message, that runs throughout, is
that when people and things get a
little old and creaky, they need to be
loved and supported, not discarded.
This book bridges the gap between
picture books and chapter books and
will work well both as a book to share
or for independent reading. SR

Stars & Poppy Seeds

HHHH
Romana Romanyshyn & Andriy Lesiv,
Tate, 32pp, 978 1 84976 620 3,
£11.99 hbk
This stunningly designed picture
book is translated from Ukrainian
and mingles fact and fiction to
celebrate mathematics. The book
tells the story of Flora, daughter of
famous mathematicians, who loves
to count. She counts all the animals
in the world and everything around
her, from poppy seeds to grains of
rice, polka dots, ants and bricks. Her
mind whirls constantly as she thinks
of the numbers of grains of sand and

drops of water. But when Flora tries
to count all the stars in the night sky,
she realises that not even all the
numbers, formulae and equations
she knows would be enough to
count them. She turns to her mother
who encourages Flora to achieve
her dreams by starting with small
steps. The book ends with double
pages of fascinating facts about
figures, information about famous
mathematicians and a list of centres
and museums where the world of
maths can be explored further.
This is an unusual and intriguing
book which will draw the young
reader into the complicated world
of mathematics. From the graph
grid endpapers through the quirky,
sometimes surreal, depictions of
eye-catching patterns, formulae,
constellation maps, plans, mazes
and tiny details to pore over, the
illustrations portray an amazing world
in an offbeat, abstract and visually
stimulating way. The character of
Flora, motivated, curious, scientific
and thorough, gives a positive
message about the joy of learning.
The deep blue tones and shining
silver stars of the cover draw the
eye into a book that combines story
and information to present the
fascination and ubiquity of maths and
the importance of having dreams to
young readers. SR

The Sleeping Giant

HHHH
Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick, O’Brien,
978 1 78849 089 4, £8.99, pbk
A new edition of an annual bestseller
based on the first paperback edition
published in 1998, this book will
bring a new audience to a favourite
with children all over Ireland. As a
celebrated Irish author and illustrator
for children, Fitzpatrick has filled the
book with highly detailed, vibrant and
atmospheric watercolour pictures. The
colour palette varies from gently muted
pastels to rich hues of reds and blues
and purples, reflecting each present
mood. The story is an ancient myth
surrounding the life of the locals in
Kerry and the surrounding countryside.
There is a giant amidst them, a noisy,
clumsy giant. The people decide they
must find a way to get rid of him. A
sleeping draught is administered,
with the instruction from a druid for
the giant “to go out into the sea and
lie down out of the way.” With the
strong potion, the giant does just that,
grass growing over him, animals and
seabirds nesting on him. He becomes
a tourist attraction, and people come
from miles around to see him. Until
one day the giant wakes up, terrifying
all the locals again with his noise and
huge size. Pandemonium! He wants
to be friendly, but all he incites is fear.
Alone and upset, the giant cries and
cries, causing rains like no-one has
known. It is the little girl Ann, in every
picture from the beginning, who finds
a satisfying solution to the tale. A story
to be read over and again; the rich
language and the detailed pictures
demand further enjoyment. GB
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Why are there so many
books about bears?

HHH
Kristina Stephenson, Hodder
Children’s Books, 32pp,
9781444946017, £12.99 hbk
This characterful hardback book
raises a very good question - why ARE
there so many books about bears?
It’s a funny premise and although the
pictures appeal from a young age, the
language and ideas within the book
reach right up into 9+. The question
raised is about fiction and why there
are so many books about these
fluffy creatures so the more reading
experience you have, the funnier you
will find the book. (It would also be
handy to have a certain amount of
knowledge about famous intellectual
figures
to
appreciate
William
Snakespeare and Albert Swinestein
etc.)
The illustrations are great with a
mixture of different fonts to make the
whole text really interactive and fun.
Different creatures have gathered
together to answer the question about
bears and each has a turn to explain
their theory. When they do there is a
good opportunity for some black and
white drawings again adding to the
dynamics of the read. The theories
range from bear being a good rhyming
word to bears are very similar to
humans and as it’s humans who write
books, of course they’ll choose to put
bears in them!
All the way through the book there
is a continuing theme with a ‘knockety
knock’ - someone is trying to offer the
debaters tea and cake but they keep
refusing. This is an enjoyable repeat
throughout until you find out who is
behind the door with a special pull out
page.
The book would start a lovely debate
and indeed at the end there is a new
question to answer maybe a sequel
OR children could write their own
answer which would be a fantastic
class activity. SG

The Runaway Pea

HHHH
Kjartan Poskkitt, ill. Alex Willmore,
Simon and Schuster,
978 1 4711 7525 1, £6.99, pbk
This pea is ready for an adventure! It
is time for tea, but one pesky pea has
decided to ping himself off the plate in
search of fun! A rhyming tale begins
as the pea bounds from one disaster
to another…SPLAT! PLOP! SPLASH,
bouncing from a puddle of sauce to a
dog bowl to a fish tank. BANG! TWANG!
Mousetrap and spider’s web and
almost a red hot toaster waylay him as
he next flies straight into the tumble
drier. He is buffered and battered
and bounced all about. All these
near disasters are illustrated with a
masterly hand, with lots of humour
and characterisation of the creatures
and the inanimate objects that pea
encounters. UNTIL… finally deposited

near a compost heap, pea starts to
feel funny… sprouting out roots and
shooting up shoots!! And of course,
his offspring all have his adventurous
gene, so the story ends with a warning;
if one should hear POP, PING or SPLAT,
or a SPLOSH in the sink… it’s only
those runaway peas! A quirky book
which will be loved by all. GB

The Way to Treasure Island

HHHH
Lizzy Stewart, Lincoln,
978 1786 030245 £11-99, hbk
From the author/illustrator of the
award-winning There’s a Tiger in the
Garden, Lizzy Stewart has created a
new adventure for all to enjoy. The
book is A4 sized, and the covers
feel like textured linen cloth. Turn
inside and the endpaper is awash
with a shoal of hundreds of colourful
fish. The tale features Matilda and
her Dad, who enjoy each other’s
company but are different in many
ways. A day at the beach turns into
a real adventure as Matilda and her
Dad head off across the sea, map
in hand, to find treasure, marked on
the map with a red cross. Dad gets
easily distracted, which was Matilda’s
fear as they set off. He becomes
fascinated and preoccupied by the
wonders of the deep, fish, octopus
and seahorses, whilst Matilda
determines on following her map
to reach their destination, trying to
steer their boat swiftly to the mapped
island. Having discovered said island,
they disagree; Dad wants to go one
way, while strong minded Matilda
heads in another. Will they find
treasure? Will they find each other?
The ending is a great resolution. A
book to enjoy within the family as well
as to inspire talk, imaginative writing
and art work within the classroom. GB

Stefano the Squid Hero of
the Deep

HHHH
Wendy Meddour, ill. Duncan
Beedie, Little Tiger, 32pp,
9781788810838 £11.99 hbk
This was a hit in assembly which
is really the greatest test of all. The
illustrations by Duncan Beedie are
humorous, bold and engaging and
each page shows delightful under the
sea characters.
Well, some of them are not quite
so delightful as they all think they
are rather special and are a little bit
arrogant when it comes to seeing
their own charms under the sea.
Poor old Stefano just feels he cannot
compete and says himself that he is
only a common squid. The story will
be familiar to lots of us as it is really
about finding ways to shine our own
light and believe in ourselves. The
boldness of the illustrations and
the humour with which the story is
presented makes it very appealing.
All the sea creatures are vying to be
the best so they will be filmed by the
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under-water crew and be TV stars as a
result. They tease Stefano who doesn’t
appear to have any talents - unlike the
angler fish, for example, who has a
deadly weapon. Some creatures are a
little more sympathetic…. ‘Try to look
more like a vegetable’ suggests the
sea cucumber!
In the end Stefano actually saves
the day-of course-and he and his
friend, the sea cucumber get to meet
Henrietta Fierce, the presenter of
Deep Sea TV so all ends happily as
they mostly should in this under the
sea setting. It’s a great, entertaining
read for all ages. SG

Brian The Brave

HHHHH
Paul Stewart, ill. Jane Porter, OtterBarry Books, 978 1 91095 940 4,
£11.99 hbk
This is a great book to read aloud,
and the pictures and subject will
quickly hold the attention of an
audience. On the inside cover we are
introduced to eight different sheep,
each with distinctive features. Tracey
is spotty, with yellow curly horns;
Stanley is black with no horns at all….
The illustrator uses collage to create
an absorbing atmosphere; sheep,
dry stone walls, trees, flowers and
insects fill every spread. Brian, the
hero of the book, has a black head,
grey horns and white wool. Along
comes Rose, with a grey head, black
horns and black wool. They decide
to be friends, and they chase each
other round and round the field and
over the little hill. Until along comes
Stanley. Brian extends a welcome,
BUT Stanley says he only likes black
wool, and he will only play with Rose,
and not with Brian. So Stanley and
Rose chase each other round and
round the field and over the little hill.
Brian, left out, feels very sad. When
Tracey and Frank amble along, Brian
suggests they should ALL be friends,
but Tracey and Frank say they only

want sheep with HORNS in their gang.
So Brian is included, but not Stanley,
so HE is very sad. When three more
sheep come along, and announce
they don’t like sheep with white wool
OR black wool, Brian has had enough.
A threatening collage of Brian, head
down, horns at the ready, with steely,
blue eyes glowering, says, “We are all
sheep. We should all play together.”
And they do. Until Rose notices
Brian’s blue eyes. So all the browneyed gang go off together, leaving
Brian feeling very, very, very sad.
Alone and lonely, Brian encounters
hungry Mr Wolf. Hurtling back to try
to warn the others, absolute mayhem
ensues, terrified sheep dashing in all
directions. Brian the Brave addresses
them, saying they could beat the wolf
IF THEY ALL WORKED TOGETHER.
And so they do, ……and they did.
Paul Stewart is a renowned writer
of great repute, and this picture book
will be warmly welcomed in town and
country alike. Try reading it aloud,
discussing bullying and issues of race,
and use it for a wonderful book for
drama in the classroom. Partnered
with a talented, winning illustrator,
Stewart’s book should become a warm
woolly favourite! Especially when the
sheep going ‘baaa-carumbaaa!’ joins
in the fun! GB

8 – 10 Junior/Middle
The Dragon in the Library

HHH
Louie Stowell, illus. David Ortu,
Nosy Crow, 217pp, 9781788000260,
£6.99, pbk
This is an exciting adventure story
that places the library at centre
stage of the action. Playing on the
fact that some children find libraries
boring, Stowell introduces a new
series that celebrates everything
that is wonderful about libraries
and reminds us why they are such
important places for communities.
Kit does not enjoy reading and she
does not like hanging out in the library.
But her two know-it-all mates love it
there, so she’s forced to spend a few
weekends snoozing her way around
the aisles as her friends devour entire
series of books. Then she meets
Faith. Faith is not a typical librarian
(in fact, Stowell has worked hard to

entirely avoid type-casting throughout
the book). She’s cool, confident and
fierce and, excitingly, she is a wizard!
And, even more excitingly, she says
that Kit is a wizard, too!
For a girl whose life is usually so
dull, this really does represent a
significant step up in fortunes. It is
no surprise, therefore, that Kit finds
it rather difficult to obey the safety
constraints placed upon her by Faith
in regard to magical spell safety.
She finds herself in trouble and lost
in an imaginary world that owes its
existence to the books around her.
Soon the perils of the magical world
coincide with genuine problems in
the real world: the library is under
threat of closure.
Kit and her friends show passion
and determination in their efforts to
cease the evil villain’s efforts to turn
the library into a shopping centre

reviews
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New Talent
The Secret Starling

HHH
Judith Eagle. Illustrated by Kim
Geyer, Faber and Faber, 272pp,
978-0-571-34630-1, £6.99 pbk
Clara is alone. Her home a dilapidated
mansion on the Yorkshire Moors,
her life governed by thy rules of her
Uncle. Then her Uncle abandons her.
For the first time Clara experiences
freedom – and when Peter turns
up on the doorstep, friendship. But
why is Braithwaite Manor being
sold? What are the secrets that are
being kept from Clara? Who was her
mother? With Peter and the children
from the village Clara sets out to
discover the truth.
The epithet “old fashioned” is
being applied more and more to
new books, especially for this age
range. What does it imply when it
is at its best? A real sense of story,
characters that have appeal, a plot
that inspires belief and is rooted
in a real domestic world but allows
for that sprinkle of fantasy that
everyone wants, a satisfying reading
experience for confident readers
- all of these should be part of the
package. This debut novel certainly
earns this description. Julia Eagle
cleverly sets her narrative in the
1970s – a period that is sufficiently
historical to allow her young
protagonists plenty of freedom
unfettered by modern gadgets such
as the mobile phone or the internet
but one that is near enough in time
to feel contemporary. Her influences
are clear – The Secret Garden is

and, in doing so, remind readers of
all the crucial community benefits of
libraries: places to meet friends, share
ideas, learn new things and, most of
all, to exercise our imaginations. It is
joyful to read about children who take
such pleasure in sharing books - they
are not even surprised to learn that
magic is real, such is their faith in the
stories they have read.
The book is also a celebration of
individuality. The unique personality
of each character is very easy to
see, and it is crystal clear that all of
us have the potential to be whatever
we want to be and to achieve great
things. Age is no barrier to standing
up for what is right, gender doesn’t
define one’s interests, and being
bored doesn’t mean you can’t be a
wizard!
These positive messages for young
readers are successfully delivered,
and the story has ample excitement
to maintain children’s attention.
However, an increase in tension and
genuine drama would improve the
book still further, as the presence
of Faith and her confident wizardry
means that readers will never

one, the novels of Noel Streatfeild
another – and from these she takes
that ability to create characters the
reader can care about, lively children
in a story that instantly makes one
want to turn the page. Her style is as
confident, full of a rich vocabulary
and vivid descriptions that rely, not
on extended paragraphs, but on the
well-chosen adjective that brings
the text to life. Dialogue moves
the action along briskly adding
colour and character, engaging the
attention. This is a really satisfying
book for young confident readers;
certainly the villains are nasty
and coincidence is a useful tool
to ensure the happy ending but
again the author shows great skill
in persuading her audience to
suspend any disbelief and enjoy her
story. This is a writer to watch. FH

really fear for the children’s safety.
Nevertheless, The Dragon in the
Library is good fun and is the perfect
thing to read on a bean bag in the
corner of a bustling local library. SD

Boot: Small Robot Big
Adventure

HHHH
Shane Hegarty, illus. Ben Mantle,
Hodder Children’s Books, 240pp,
9781444949360, £6.99, pbk
Boot is the story of a robot’s quest
to restore his memories by finding
his owner, Beth. It’s a simple enough
premise, but Boot’s journey is one of
discovery, and he finds so much more
than he was searching for.
When Boot wakes up, he has only
a few short memories on his hard
drive, and these are his only clues for
finding his owner and re-establishing
their friendship. He notices that,
since he was switched off, his world
has changed. Humans have adopted
robots of all shapes and sizes to
help them with all manner of tasks.
There are robotic fridges and fire
extinguishers and everybody is

accompanied by a robot to carry their
shopping and keep them informed of
social media updates. It is a strange
and unusual world for Boot, but
is not difficult to imagine, and is a
convincing evolution from our current
addiction to mobile devices.
It is not just the world around him
that has changed. Boot feels different
and is aware that having feelings at all
makes him rather unusual. As he sets
off to find Beth, Boot realises that he
is in danger. In danger of capture and
destruction by the luddite at the local
scrap store, who is determined to rid
his town of job-stealing robots. He is
going to need some help.
Robots that help Boot, including
the rough and rusty Noke, and the
elegant Red, also seem different to
the other robots by whom they are
surrounded. They’re not sure what
it is about them, but they are aware
that they aren’t like all the others,
and the friendship they develop is
genuine and endearing. Through
these likeable robotic characters,
Hegarty invites readers to consider
deep questions about themselves:
What does it mean to be alive? What
is it that makes us who we are? Does
it matter what we look like? These
themes, along with the narrative of
a toy robot’s quest to find his child
owner, evoke very similar feelings to
those conjured by the Toy Story films,
and readers will recognise a number
of similarities. However, the world
described by Hegarty is sufficiently
vivid and original, with characters
that children will easily laugh with and
relate to.
Accompanied by engaging and
playful illustrations, the action and
excitement in Boot is sustained
throughout, with plenty of peril
provided by decreasing power
levels and the angry Flint from the
scrapyard. The greatest jeopardy,
though, is in the question of whether
or not Beth will welcome Boot back
into her life, and this is the true heart
of the book. We are all insecure under
the surface (even if our surface is a
shiny metal one) and we all long for
someone special in our life. Boot’s
story reminds us that we are all
unique and that we should always be
ourselves, even when we can’t quite
remember who we are: ‘“I am me,” I
said, because I didn’t know how else
to explain it.’ SD

Milton the Mighty: The
Teeniest Superhero

HH
Emma Read, ill Alex G Griffiths,
Chicken House, 243pp,
9781911490814, £6.99
Milton is a false widow spider, and,
in this adventure story for children,
he shows readers that spiders are
capable of very much more than
spinning webs and creepy crawling.
This story is a real celebration of
spiders, and provides a window into
their tiny world. There are big ones,
tiny ones, elegant ones, ones who
are paranoid about the size of their
cephalothoraxes... and all of them are

a lot more worldly and informed than
we might imagine. Milton, the story’s
hero, for example, can read and
understand human speech - a skill
that proves extremely useful when
he is threatened with extinction! It
is a celebration of humanity as well,
though, as Milton and his chums rely
upon the kindness of Zoe, the young
girl with whom they share a house.
The wonderful world of arachnids
is not really appreciated by all human
beings, including Zoe’s dad, who
screams pathetically every time he
even hears a rumour of spiders.
And there are rumours of spiders
- rumours of deadly venomous
beasts lurking in British households,
everywhere. This drives him to employ
the help of BugKILL, who promise
to eliminate every minibeast in the
house.
Milton soon realises that he has
been miscast as a genuine black
widow, and that he has brought
armageddon to his home and to
his friends. Drastic measures are
necessary and an adventure begins,
which requires him to step out of the
shadows and somehow enlist Zoe to
help him keep BugKILL at bay.
This takes a very long time
(communication between spiders and
humans is not easy) and the pace of
the action is more of a snail’s pace
than a spider’s scurry. There is some
dangerous fun to be had as Milton
enlists some deadly comrades, and
arachnophiles will enjoy the inclusion
of some geeky science details, but
Milton the Mighty would benefit from
an extra injection of excitement. SD

Diver’s Daughter – A Tudor story

HHHHH
Patrice Lawrence, Scholastic,
168pp,
978 1 407191 40 9, £6.99, pbk
Eve is a twelve year old girl of East
African descent living in sixteenth
century Southwark with her mother
who had been snatched from her
home in Mozambique.
When a Thames wherry (ferry boat)
taking them to St Bartholemew’s fair
capsizes and Eve falls overboard her
mother dives in to rescue her. Her
skill as a diver is spotted and she
is offered the strange opportunity
to make her fortune by retrieving
treasure from wrecked ships off the
South coast. The first step is to find
an African diver; Jacques Francis,
who had been involved in salvaging
treasure from Henry VIII’s flag ship
The Mary Rose and is likely to know
the site of the other ships. Their
journey from London to Southampton
in search of him involves many
dangers; they are tricked, robbed
and threatened and find themselves
in ever increasing debt. However,
they do find some kindness and are
offered a temporary home with a
widow in return for helping care for
her daughter. Eve searches for the
former diver, hoping he will enable
them to pay off their debts. She finds
him living under an assumed name
working for an apothecary. However,
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he is reluctant to help or even admit
to his former life. It is only when Eve
is snatched herself from the streets
of Southampton by Portuguese
sailors that Jacques steps in to help.
An exciting climax leads to a happy
ending for Eve, her mother and their
new friend.
The sights, sounds and smells of
sixteenth century England are brought
vividly to life in this beautifully written,
fast-paced historical novel. Shocking
aspects of Tudor life such as tarred
heads on spikes and women pinned
by the ear to pillars as a punishment
are not shied away from.
Diver’s Daughter is based on a true
story. Jacques Francis was in fact an
African diver involved in retrieving the
treasures of the Mary Rose. This is
one of a new series from Scholastic
highlighting previously untold stories
which uncover the diversity of our
history. A gripping and satisfying read.
SMc

The Butterfly House

HHHH
Katy Flint, ill. Alice Patullo,
Lincoln, 32pp, 9 781786 039743,
£12.99, hbk
Open the cover of this stunning book
to find a warm welcome to a virtual
butterfly house in which readers will
discover the four-stage life cycle of
the butterfly in the hatchery room,
what happens at the feeding station
and how to identify the differences
between butterflies and moths.
The major focus of the book is to
introduce the amazing number and
variety of butterflies and moths which
may be found in a butterfly house,
representing the range of species
in our world. Readers are shown
how to identify them, significant
behavior and where they may be
found in their natural habitats. The
underrated beauty of the moth family
is highlighted, potentially changing
some attitudes. The narrative style
is friendly and informative, and
annotation is clear. A glossary may
have been a helpful addition for key
vocabulary particularly where not
explained in context. Interesting
details are pointed out such as the
male sleepy oranges which like mud
puddling, and the male Ulysses
butterfly attracted by the colour
blue, something young observers
encountering this species in the wild
or in a ‘real’ butterfly house might
look out for. The interactive element
continues with the last double page
spread which invites young readers to
look back through the book to identify
a selection of moths and butterflies
illustrated.
The illustrations are absolutely
stunning, and the book design is very
attractive making this a delightful
book to browse and share. The
Butterfly House is likely to encourage
young nature spotters to be more
observant about butterflies and
moths around them and develop

skills in identifying species. SMc

The Phoenix of Persia

HHHHH
Sally Pomme Clayton, illus. Amin
Hassanzedeh Sharif, Tiny Owl,
32pp, 9 781910328439, £12.99, hbk
Open this book and you find yourself
in a park in present day Tehran as
children and adults eagerly gather
to hear a musical storytelling of the
Simorgh, the Phoenix of Persia.
The story is beautifully told, and we
are swiftly transported to the top of a
mountain of gems to find the magical,
wise and mysterious Simorgh, or
firebird overseeing life in the world
below.
We then find ourselves in the
royal court in ancient Persia where
a familiar story is playing out. A
king and queen are longing for a
child. Unfortunately, when a child is
finally born to them, he is rejected
by his father because of his strange
white hair. With echoes of the fate
of Paris in Homer’s Iliad, the child is
abandoned in the mountains as the
king feels he will bring doom to the
kingdom. The young child is rescued
by the Simorgh, cared for alongside
her own chicks and she teaches him
‘all a prince needs to know.’
Eventually the king, now white
haired himself and wracked with guilt,
goes in search of his abandoned son.
Amazingly he finds him, and despite
reluctance to leave the nest and his
phoenix mother the sixteen-year-old
prince goes back to the palace as an
anointed king taking some magical
phoenix feathers to burn as a signal
if he ever needs her help.
The book is strikingly illustrated
using an intricate sgrafffito (scratch
board) technique which is at its most
effective in the colourful illustrations
of the amazing firebird.
This story provides an insight into
Iranian culture and history and the
ancient stories of the Shahnameh, an
important text in World literature. It
introduces Prince Zal who features in
many other stories in this Iranian epic
and of course the firebird a mythical
creature guaranteed to capture the
imagination.
There are themes of love,
regret, rejection and acceptance of
difference within the story; Prince Zal
is named after the Iranian word for
individuals with albinism.
The importance of music in
storytelling generally and Iran in
particular is highlighted in this book
which includes online access to a
retelling of the story by the author
accompanied by traditional Iranian
instruments
representing
the
different characters. The final pages
of the book provide information about
these instruments. The publisher’s
website also includes additional
resources for schools and libraries
including a Shahnameh box.
The Phoenix of Persia represents
a highly successful project from Tiny

Owl and a wonderful collaboration
between storyteller, illustrator and
musical team. SMc

I Have an Idea!

HHHHH
Written and illustrated by Hervé
Tullet, Chronicle Books 32pp,
978-1-4521-7858-5, £12.99 hbk
Suddenly you feel a puff of breath… oh!
It’s an idea, and it’s magnificent! Or it
will be once you’ve survived the messy,
bubbly stage and captured it, asked
some questions, made some changes
and done your best to craft it into shape….
As an artist and creator of
wonderful things, Hervé Tullet knows
about ideas and often explores
visual interactivity both on the
page and on the screen. In this
beautifully-designed hardback with
bright cloth spine, he captures the
unpredictability, tension and thrill of
creativity and shares his insights with
readers both young and not-so-young.  
With its black hand-lettered font on
crisp white pages enlivened by primarycoloured dabs and strands, I Have
an Idea! develops the Tullet-aesthetic
familiar to readers of his previous books.
Here, vibrant DNA-like elements (ideaparticles?) are discovered in an explosion
of colour amongst monochrome ranks

of unresponsive lines. For inspiration to
take shape and spring to life, as Tullet
shows, we have only to offer these
particles a chance to fizz their way into
our hearts and minds. Play with them,
he advises. Combine and recombine
them, allow them to express themselves
and listen – really listen – to what they
say and we, too, will be in possession
of that most wonderful of things – a
good idea. And once we’ve noticed
something interesting – something that
makes us sit up and think yes! – we can
begin the task of recording, organizing,
interrogating and amending. There may
be seeds of madness in the best ideas,
but they won’t flower or bear fruit in
fallow ground.
Tullet’s
wisely
entertaining
text acts as a guide, but it’s his
illustrations that do the work. The
very act of looking at these images
communicates something important
and really quite profound. For a book
to do this so accessibly and with such
apparent ease marks it out as a Very
Good Idea Indeed.
I have an Idea! will please
audiences from thoughtful four-yearolds to adults and makes a great
starting point for discussion as well as
offering an intriguing and enjoyable
solo read. CFH

10 – 14 Middle/Secondary
The Dog Runner

HHHH

Bren MacDibble, Old Barn
Books, 256pp, 978-1910646489,
£6.99 pbk
With increasing numbers of children
and young people taking part in
climate change protests, Bren
MacDibble’s new thriller feels
particularly topical and important. It
is set in a near-future Australia in a
world in which all grasses, including
wheat and oats, have been destroyed
by a fungus. The population is in
virtual lock down, waiting for the
army to distribute supplies. With food
extremely scarce there’s a horribly
plausible sense of society on the
brink of breakdown. Ella lives with
her dad and half-brother Emery, plus
their dogs Maroochy, Wolf and Bear,
until her father goes out to look for
her scientist mum and doesn’t return.
Emery decides the two of them will
leave the town with the dogs and
make their way to his own mother in
the country. He’s sure that his side
of the family, a mix of Afghan and
indigenous Australian, will have found
a way to feed themselves and that his
father and Ella’s mother can follow
them there.
The situation in the city was tense
and claustrophobic but there are even
more dangers on their journey across
open countryside in a cart pulled by
the dogs. The two children run into
fellow countrymen driven to do terrible
things and when Emery is injured, Ella
has to make all the decisions herself.

While MacDibble presents a terrifying
vision of how precarious our society
is, the love and loyalty of the dogs
provide reassurance and comfort for
readers as well as for Ella.
This is an excellent survivalist
adventure story and makes thrilling
reading, while also highlighting key
environmental issues.
There’s a
clear message about the importance
of working together to find ways to
reverse the damage we are causing to
the natural world and while the book
doesn’t shy away from presenting
the reality of what we are facing,
the abiding message is still one of
hope and humanity’s resilience.Wellwritten, thought-provoking stuff. AR
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Ed’s Choice
Migrations: Open Hearts
Open Borders

HHHHH
Various, edited by the International
Centre for the Picture Book
in Society, Otter-Barry Books,
200pp, 978-1-91095-980-0, £9.99 hbk
To migrate – to move from one place
to another in response to adverse or
seasonal conditions; animals and
birds migrate in rhythm with their
environment and across history
human beings have migrated from
once place to another in search
of a better life. Migration does not
necessarily mean permanence.
Just as swallows return to Africa
then come back to the Northern
Hemisphere, many human migrants
will look to return to their roots.
Surely such movement of peoples
enriches histories and localities?
All of us will have benefitted from a
migration at some time in the past.
However, to leave one’s home is as
Shaun Tan expresses it “an act of
imagination, a flight of imagination”.
Today, unprecedented numbers
are embarking on the “flight of
Imagination” – a desperate step
into an unknown fuelled by a spark
of hope that there will be a welcome
and something better at the end.
In Migrations: Open Hearts Open
Borders we find fifty postcards
each with a image contributed
by an illustrator from around the
world often with a message sent
as a gesture of support focussing
on issues of inclusivity and cultural
diversity. Each illustrator was
asked to imagine a bird, picking
up the notion of flight and of
freedom, and these have then been
arranged to illustrate the journey
– Departure, Journey, Arrival and

Runaway Robot

HHHHH
Frank Cottrell-Boyce, Macmillan,
272pp, 9781509851775, £12.99 hbk
This is a story with everything
– humour, excitement, and an
intriguing plot that also raises highly
relevant questions about where we
are all heading. Ian McEwan does
something of the same thing in his
latest adult novel Machines Like Me.
But Frank Cottrell-Boyce is also on the
case here writing for a much younger
audience. Do we treat robots as
people or machines? Is it possible to
have a genuine relationship with one?
Can they ever turn on us?
In this story young Alfie, who has a
prosthetic hand after a road accident,
teams up with Eric, a massive
walking robot who enquires ‘Shall I
be mother?’ before pouring tea made
within his own chest. But he also has
a dismaying habit of taking everything

Hope for the Future. Setting the
tone is Jackie Morris’ Peregrine
Falcon who flies off the endpapers
to the accompaniment of Robert
Macfarlane’s words. There are
then treasures to explore, to inspire
reflection and discussion. The styles
are diverse, arresting, challenging
– the cover design makes this clear
where the title Open Hearts Open
Borders is juxtaposed with a flight of
hostile arrows. The messages from
each artist are equally inspiring and
thoughtful. This is not just a pretty
little publication to accompany an
exhibition. This is a subtle, powerful
tool that can be used in many ways –
to open eyes to the riches of diverse
visual languages, to encourage
reflection on a wide range of
questions, issues, assumptions and
beliefs. It is a book that can be used
in many different settings – quietly
for private thought, with children
encouraging young minds to think
about big questions, with groups of
adults unlocking stories, memories,
hopes and fears, creating empathy
and sympathy. Here there is no
requirement to be able to read;
the images provide the inspiration.
That the production values are so
high and the format unthreatening
adds to the value. This is not a book
to be pigeonholed; it also needs
to migrate – to take that flight of
imagination – and find a home not
just on every shelf but in every hand
and mind. FH
said to him at face value. Asked to take
a chair, this is what he will do, even if
said chair was hitherto screwed onto
the floor. He and Alfie live in an only
slightly futuristic world where front
doors welcome you home with a
reading of your current heartbeat rate
and kitchen cupboards offer serving
suggestions based on what there
is inside. In the streets self-driving
buses quiz potential passengers
before letting them on and at home
DustUrchins keep things tidy while
telling occupants the latest news.
Alfie has issues with his mechanical
hand, and there is more heart-ache to
come when he finally remembers how
exactly his accident occurred. But
by this time he has a gang of other
children also with added-on limbs
working on his side as Eric changes
from being Your Obedient Servant
into something far less tractable. A
role is finally found for him making
safe unexploded mines in Bosnia.

The whole plot by now has spun
cheerfully out of control, but this does
not matter with an author of such wit
and ease of writing. He tells readers
in an afterword how there was once
a real robot called Eric exhibited at
an exhibition in London in 1928. But
he could only answer fifty questions,
unlike one of today’s proof-reading
robots which might well have noticed
that on page 91 a crucial detail in one
of Steven Lenton’s consistently upbeat accompanying illustrations has
got just slightly ahead of what was
happening in the actual plot. NT

Lily and the Rockets

HHHH
Rebecca Stevens, Chicken House,
292pp., 9781912626120, £6.99, pbk.
It was not until I heard Kate Adie talk
at the Appledore Book Festival, that
I realised that women only started to
play football competitively during the
First World War. Women started to
undertake many so-called men’s jobs
during that time, and this particular
activity did stop for a considerable time
after the war, but with the Women’s
World Cup about to start, this is a
timely reminder of their forebears.
Lily, heroine of this story, is very
tall and lives with her widowed father
who was once a very good footballer.
A love of football is something they
share, and he has trained her to be a
goalie like him. On leaving school Lily
goes to work in the munitions factory
at the Woolwich Arsenal where she
finds that to her delight women play
football in their breaks. She quickly
becomes their goalie, and when her
father joins as their coach they begin
to play competitively. A letter she puts
into a box of shells finds its way to
Jack on the front line but things go
awry as Lily thinks she is not pretty
or feminine enough to appeal to him
when they meet. However they do
meet up after the war but then Lily is
in disguise and maybe their romance
is not to be.
The atmosphere of the Great War
is beautifully created by Rebecca
Stevens, author of Valentine Joe,
showing her sure hand at recreating
the past. The details of working in the
munitions factory with its attendant
danger come through strongly, as
does the camaraderie of the women
who did this work. Lily’s friendship
with Amy May, tested by her fledgling
relationship with Jack, is deftly
portrayed, as is her loving relationship
with her father. The story’s plausibility
is tested when Lily becomes the goalie
for Spurs, a men’s team, but she has
always known this was not to be for
long. Her love for the beautiful game
comes through even more strongly at
the end. JF

The Garden of Lost Secrets

HHHH
A. M. Howell, Usborne, 294pp.,
9781474959551, £6.99, pbk
I am not sure how many children
going round a National Trust garden
would stop to look at the greenhouses
where fruit such as pineapples

were grown in the past? In this
accomplished first novel by A.M.
Howell, Clara is sent to live with her
father’s sister who is housekeeper on
a big estate, where her husband is the
Head Gardener. But Clara is forbidden
to go into the greenhouses where the
pineapples are grown, and her aunt
is not the warm and friendly lady she
remembered. In Clara’s pocket is her
secret, an unread telegram which
arrived just as her parents were
sending her away for a few weeks.
The moment to give it to her mother
had passed and now Clara is unable
to bring herself to open it. She shares
this secret with the boy she glimpses
in the moonlight by the greenhouses,
and then together they determine
to find out who is stealing the Earl’s
precious pineapples.
Set against the background of the
Great War in 1916, the story recreates
perfectly the life of a big estate where
life has continued much as before,
except for the need to supply the local
hospital with fruit and vegetables for
those soldiers convalescing and the
presence of Robert, unable to serve
because of the loss of his eye. But
below the surface there is tragedy
and poverty and another secret held
to herself by Clara’s aunt. All this is
told in a measured prose which has
the underlying mystery of untold
secrets. Clara and her friend Will
are rounded characters, and the
presence of Clara’s uncle, the shy
man who would have liked to be able
to offer her more warmth, counteracts
the unexplained coldness of the aunt.
There is enough mystery and drama
to satisfy readers and yet impart the
background of the Great War and
life on a big estate, to make this a
satisfying read for girls 10+. It is a
pity however, given that the pineapple
is the fruit of the story that it does not
feature on the front cover! JF

The Last Spell Breather

HHH
Julie Pike, OUP, 300pp,
978 019 277160 5, £6.99, pbk
Rayne, last in a line of spell-breathers,
is apprenticed to her mother Maleri,
whose job it is to keep their village safe
from a plague that turns people into
monsters and counteract everyday
problems and illness by breathing
spells. But Rayne has no interest
in magic and would much prefer to
be at school with her friends Tom
and Jenna. Tom does not believe in
magic and much to Rayne’s surprise
tells them he has already visited the
outside, without protection. He has
been digging a tunnel every day after
school.
When in quick succession the
protective barrier is breached by a
mysterious stranger and Maleri leaves
the village on a quest to visit the Great
Library, Rayne begin to realise there
is a lot her mother has not told her.
Frustrated at her perceived lack of
magical skill, Rayne accidentally drops
the family spell book in the fire and the
words of the spells start to fall from the
pages. One by one the villagers begin
to turn into monsters before her eyes.
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Determined to make amends Rayne
decides to follow her mother to the
outside for the answers she needs and
she and Tom escape down the tunnel
with the broken spell book.
Once outside Rayne breathes the
spell of finding and they are met by a
talking fox, Frank, who Rayne ends up
wearing as scarf as he has no bones.
Frank leads them into a perilous
adventure but far worse danger
awaits them at their destination in the
form of evil nemesis, Mali who turns
out to be Maleri’s twin sister.
There are twists and turns aplenty
to satisfy readers and the world
building is well-crafted and inventive.
I especially loved the grotesques
living in the spell book and nipping
prying hands. The story follows
familiar tropes but with a freshness
and charm although somehow it
didn’t quite rise above the sum of
its parts. The characters are plucky
and believable: sceptical Tom with
his cheeky sense of humour, Rayne,
insecure yet a little too trusting and
the loveable and roguish Frank. JC

Tulip Taylor

HHHH
Anna Mainwaring, Firefly, 250pp,
9781910080979, £7.99 pbk
Tulip Taylor is a hit on YouTube with
her vlog about makeup and lifestyle.
It is her way of feeling in control of
her life, given that she has a very
untypical home, including a mother
who is trying to make a living by
exploiting social media. When Harvey,
the son of a TV personality and
survival expert, comes to her school
there is an immediate tension and
he seems to be very critical of her life
style. However when the opportunity
to take part in a reality television show
occurs, Tulip finds herself agreeing to
take part; unfortunately Harvey is also
part of the group. How will Tulip cope
with the outward bound life and what
about her relationship with Harvey?
This is a truly delightful story, with a
heroine that really grows on you. At the
beginning there is a perception that
she is somewhat shallow, but as we
see the circumstances of her life we
realise that Tulip is coping with a huge
number of pressures and is still able
to be positive and be a good friend
to those around her. Her mother is
fixated on making a living through her
blog and is willing to promote almost
anything to do so; while her younger
brother and sister have some issues
about being a unicorn and a Disney
princess among others. Harvey also
has problems, with a famous father
and a somewhat aggressive brother.
The author shows clearly the kind of
stresses that young people feel they
have in their lives and also the impact
that social media and television
can have on the way that they are
perceived. The idea of ‘celebrity’ has
been with us for quite a long time but
with the introduction of media such
as YouTube, Instagram and SnapChat

it has become increasingly easy for
young people to achieve this status.
The problem comes in how they are
able to deal with the pressures of
this fame, because in the modern
world celebrity has become a twoway street, where the audience can
comment on what they see and those
comments are not always positive.
Despite the very serious topics that
are covered in this story it is still light
and full of hope and a good deal
of humour; I definitely think it is a
brilliant summer read even for adults,
as it gives a superb insight into the
modern world of teens. MP

Secret Suffragette

HHHH
Barbara Mitchelhill, Andersen,
237pp, 9781783448333, £6.99, pbk
The jaunty picture on the cover of a
young red-haired suffragette does
somewhat belie the contents of this
story, telling of a poor girl, only 12
years old, who becomes a Suffragette.
Daisy is the eldest of four children
of a family who have hit on hard
times. Their mother works in the shirt
factory and the twin boys are looked
after by a childminder until Daisy and
her sister Lily who is six, come home
from school. The family seem to live
on bread and cheese, and sometimes
some milk. This is grinding poverty
indeed. Mum is handed a leaflet
about the Suffragette movement and
this sparks Daisy’s interest, and does
lead to some life changing events.
Daisy’s father believes women are
very definitely second class citizens
and this nearly leads to the breakup
of the family. Fortunately kind
Suffragettes come to the rescue
but not before some heart breaking
scenes.
The plight of women at this time,
belonging to their husbands without
any say in their lives is very clearly
portrayed and this Daisy sees and
wants to act. An interesting aspect
brought out by this story is that
Suffragettes not only wanted the vote
but equal opportunity and pay for
women, and Eliza’s plight working in
the jam factory brings this to the fore.
Daisy is a girl old beyond her years,
willing to fight for what she thinks is
right but also seeing the plight of her
family and the need to be together.
Even when her father is at his worst
she does not stop loving him, so this
is a many layered novel which some
younger readers might find upsetting.
The small but telling pictures of life,
sleeping four to a bed, two each end
with Great Aunt Maude’s smelly feet
in the face will make girls smile, but
must have been truly awful! JF

Malamander

HHHH
Thomas Taylor, Walker, 302pp,
9781406386288, £7.99 pbk
A mixture of magical realism and
Gothic adventure, this amiable
novel zips along at a good pace
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until its needlessly spun-out ending.
Told from the perspective of mildmannered twelve-year-old Herbert
Lemon, in charge of the Lost and
Found department at Eerie-on-Sea’s
Grand Nautilus Hotel, it tells how
he and his new friend Violet of the
same age solve the mystery of the
legendary sea monster known to all
locals as the Malamander. They also
discover what happened to Violet’s
parents, once also on the same track
but now disappeared. And there is
Sebastian Eels to deal with as well, a
sinister writer with a hidden agenda,
not to mention the ghostly, waterlogged figure of Captain Kraken,
sporting a boathook as substitute for
a missing hand.
All great fun, from a writer with a
good turn of phrase and an original
take on what could otherwise be
fairly well-worn material. Previously
the illustrator for the first Harry
Potter book jacket, Taylor includes
witty pen and ink illustrations before
each chapter anticipating and then
fleshing out details to come. There is
also an opening map of Eerie-on-Sea,
featuring among other details the
Whelk and Walrus Pub, the Church of
St. Dismal and Dolphin main square.
The author has drawn some of the
inspiration for all this from Hastings,
his nearest town; the rest comes from
a lively and cheerful imagination well
worth sampling. NT

Lampie and the children of
the sea

HHHH

Annet Schaap (author and
illustrator), translated by Laura
Watkinson, Pushkin 334pp.,
9781782692188, £10.99
Lampie’s real name is Emilia, but she
lives in a lighthouse with her father,
Augustus, who has lost part of one
leg and is often drunk, so she climbs
the stairs to light the lamp every
night, except one night when she has
forgotten to buy matches…That night,
a ship crashes into the rocks, and
there is trouble. Her father accepts
the blame, but the punishment is
harsh for both, as they are separated.

Augustus is barricaded into the
lighthouse so that he cannot buy
any more bottles, and has supplies
brought to him. Lampie is taken by
the sanctimonious teacher, Miss
Amelia, to live and work for seven
years to pay for the loss of the ship,
at its owner’s home, the Black House,
where there is said to be a monster.
She has to work hard, scrubbing
floors for Martha the housekeeper,
but she befriends her son, the simpleminded Lenny, and discovers that the
‘monster’ is a boy, Edward, whose
mother was a mermaid. (This is not
a spoiler- there is a mer-boy on the
cover.) Spurned by his father, the
Admiral, who rarely visits the house,
Edward has been trying to please him
by practicing walking, but of course
it’s very difficult for him.
There are elements of The Secret
Garden here, as Lampie coaxes the
frustrated boy out of his room and
becomes his friend, and their mutual
support means that he teaches her
to read, and she enables him to find
his talent for swimming. She takes
him out of the house in a little cart,
but almost loses him to a sideshow
of ‘freaks’ which includes a mermaid.
When the owner, the Admiral, comes
home after a long time at sea, he
finds a very different household,
but is not pleased with the lack of
walking progress and sacks them
all. Fortunately, all is resolved to
everyone’s satisfaction, and some
people, including some of the
‘freaks’, begin completely different
lives. (Fans of the film The Greatest
Show will appreciate the difference
in their situation). Freedom in various
ways for different people is very
much a theme, but there is tension,
excitement and humour in the
telling, not to mention mermaids and
friendly pirates. This is great story,
which draws the reader in, and the
characters are a delight, especially
Lampie with all her credible strengths
and weaknesses.
Annet Schaap is well-known in the
Netherlands for her illustrations, and
Pushkin, a publisher which regularly
finds the best books in translation,
has picked up this her debut novel,
which has already won 4 prizes in
the Netherlands and Flanders in the
original language. This is not at all
surprising, and one can only hope
that there will be more to come. DB

Lost

HHHH
Eve Ainsworth,Scholastic, 264pp,
978-1-407185-44-6, £6.99, pbk
Alfie is lost. His mother has died
of cancer, he has abandoned his
promising juvenile football career his
father is locked in his own guilt and
grief, unable to communicate on any
significant level with his son. Alfie
has cut himself off from all sources
of emotional nourishment to deal
with his own grief and guilt-guilt at
playing a vital match while his mother
lay dying in the hospice. He cannot
face the pity of his friends and while
he longs for everything to be back
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to normal he knows that can never
happen. Immobilised by anger and
regret he retreats further and further
into himself, avoiding his home and his
father and visiting the places where he
was most happy with his mother.
It is when he is visiting one of
these refuges, the seashore, that he
meets Alice. She, too, is lost, trapped
in a cycle of flight from her mother’s
violent partner Ross and condemned
to live in one tiny B and B room with
her two younger brothers. She is
wracked with a potent mix of fear of
Ross finding them and anger at her
mother’s inability to fully rid herself
of him. After a hostile beginning, the
two form an unlikely alliance, each
finding something in the other which is
missing from their lives and which they
can trust.
Ainsworth writes with conviction
about the difficult territory of male
grief and how it isolates so utterly
because those experiencing it rarely
have the vocabulary to discuss it. She
weaves in its components clearly and
demonstrates how they erode what
society expects in the behaviour of
males, young and old. When Archie is
his team’s star player, this provides a
framework within which his friends can
respond to him. When he steps out of
that territory friends drift away, unsure
of how to deal with the situation.
The narrative alternates between
the past and present and Ainsworth
tackles Alfie’s Mum’s illness and
death through his eyes. She spares
the reader no details, writing up to
and including the moment of death,
highlighting starkly the very different
ways in which Alfie and his father react
to it. Lost is a story of great emotional
rawness but also one of redemption,
of a knowledge that the cliche ‘Life
must go on’ is a cliche simply because
it is true. Alfie, his father and Alice
find their way along the next part of
the road by sharing the bedrock of
emotion which lies underneath the
worst experiences. VR MP

Good boy

HHHH
Mal Peet, Illus Emma Shoard,
Barrington Stoke 74pp.,
978-1-78112-852-7 £7.99 pbk
This Barrington Stoke publication is
classified as reading age 8, but YA, as
the content is more suitable for older
readers, so this belongs in what is
sometimes called Hi-Lo.
It starts with Sandie’s nightmare
as a child about a black dog which
is chasing her, and it is frightening
enough for Mum to need to comfort
her. Professional advice leads to
the family getting a friendly dog, and
sure enough, having Rabbie sleeping
under her bed means that he growls
when her sleep is disturbed, and
she can stroke him “Good boy!” and
go back to sleep. The nightmares
gradually stop, Sandie has a happy
time at university, and all is well until
Rabbie dies on the day that Sandie

learns that she has been accepted
into the police force. The nightmares
return, Sandie gets too little restful
sleep and her work suffers, so she is
recommended to get medical help,
but does not take the pills prescribed.
One day, she and her partner in
the police car are summoned to an
incident in a block of flats, and, leaving
her partner to look after the injured,
Sandie takes a risk, goes up to the roof
and comes face to face with a man
with a gun. The black dog, just as in her
nightmare, appears on the next blockand jumps…. There is a twist, and the
reader is not entirely sure what has
happened, but all is well.
Mal Peet was indeed a master
storyteller, and his widow Elspeth
is still finding unpublished stories.
Emma Shoard’s illustrations, mostly
in black and white, do have a
nightmarish quality to match the tale,
and with a suitable warning about the
content, this could be popular. DB

D-Day

HHH
Michael Noble, ill. Alexander
Mostov, Wide-Eyed, 48pp,
9781786036261, £12.99, hbk
Published to coincide with the 75th
anniversary, this tells the story of
D Day partly through the eyes of
twenty real life participants, whose
experiences are used to provide
insights into aspects of the invasion.
There is a good range amongst the
twenty, from front-line soldier to
back-room boffin. Most are on the
Allied side, but the Germans are
represented by two field marshals and
a bewildered guard taken prisoner in
one of the first actions of the invasion.
There are four women, among them
intrepid war correspondent Martha
Gellhorn and a French aristocrat,
Brigitte de Kergolay, whose chateau
is requisitioned first by the Germans
and then the Allies. There is a
good balance, too, between these
individual experiences and a general
account of the invasion and its
aftermath. However, it’s a book
which doesn’t live up to its promise.
It cheats a little in its presentation.
This, I imagine, might have
something to do with the costs of
doing it properly. So, while the book
promises us individual accounts,
there is nothing in quotation marks.
The author speaks for everyone.
Each participant is introduced in
a box on the top left hand corner
of each double page spread, with
a photograph. Sometimes these
photos are obviously of the persons
themselves: from a personal album
or, for the field marshals, a more
official source. But sometimes you
have no idea if the person concerned
is in the photograph accompanying
the account of the role they played. Is
Helen Denton one of the typists in her
photograph? Is Helmut Roehmer one
of these German prisoners of war?
The reader has no idea, since the text

is silent. And why is Martha Gellhorn
accompanied by Japanese military
here? The reader will never know.
Much of the text is in quite small
print found in boxes dotted about the
double page illustrations by Alexander
Mostov. And, while I can understand
the problems there might be in
illustrating accounts of war, these
almost caricature human figures
seem particularly inappropriate,
a strange accompaniment to
photographs of the actual actors in
the event. CB

The Good Thieves

HH
Katherine Rundell, Bloomsbury,
320pp, 9781526614551, £12 hbk
Stories where children entirely on
their own still manage to solve
various serious problems, often
including crime, have been a staple
part of children’s literature ever since
Erich Kāstner’s superb Emil and the
Detectives. At its best, this genre feeds
children’s wildest fantasies while
also reminding them every now and
again that their powers particularly
when up against dangerous adults
often remain very limited. But there
are also other more flattering but
basically escapist stories where child
characters are shown overcoming
all obstacles however fearsome
on their way towards an idealised
ending. Unnaturally clever pets often
play a crucial part here while their
young masters and mistresses forge
ahead, drawing on sometimes quite
extraordinary skills of their own while
leaving their parents in the dark until
the last chapter.
Such was Enid Blyton’s heady
and cheerfully undemanding fantasy
formula in her Famous Five stories,
and so too, surprisingly, is it found in
Katherine Rundell’s approach in this
novel. Young Vita in search of a stolen
necklace on a trip to New York has
first to outwit a powerful crook plus
his murderous henchman in order to
succeed. She is helped by new friends
she finds on the way, including a young
pick-pocket with almost superhuman
powers and other children working
in a circus. They all get involved in
a number of scrapes, at times quite
literally when walls are climbed and
windows are forced, but the gang
stays loyal throughout. But by this
time all tension has disappeared as
everything keeps going their way,
leading up to a triumphant climax that
seems predestined ever since plans
were first mooted.
Nina Bawden’s story A Handful of
Thieves, published in 1967, remains
a wonderfully wise and witty account
of the lows as well as highs involved
when children try to take the law into
their own hands and almost inevitably
sometimes get it wrong. It still offers
better and far more substantial fare
than this deeply disappointing fifth
novel from writer capable of doing so
much better. NT

High Rise Mystery

HH
Sharna Jackson, Knights of, 360pp,
978 1 9996425 1 8, £6.99, pbk
I welcome a murder mystery set in an
urban tower block that has two sisters
as its underage sleuths. When Norva
and Niki find antique dealer Hugo dead
in a skip, they set out in the usual way
to solve the mystery of who-dun-it. They
seek to establish time of death, to work
out a series of pertinent questions to
ask the limited range of suspects, and
to gradually discover who might be the
killer. Of course, in precisely the way of
Midsomer Murders or Death in Paradise,
the whole business turns out to be much
more complicated than they could have
imagined. It’s complicated, too, by the
fact that their dad, the on-site manager
of the tower block, is the prime suspect.
There’s a touch of realism in the idea
that it’s not police ineptitude or stupidity
that puts them so far behind the girls
in solving the case, just simply that the
police don’t have the necessary number
of officers to devote to it. It’s written in a
pared down punchy style, with touches
of humour and street dialogue and some
nice to and fro between the girls. However,
I found it difficult to work my way through
the twists and turns of the plot, and this
unravelling isn’t helped by the way in
which the sisters’ documentation of their
enquiries is set out by the publishers in
tables of small faint print. At over 350
pages, despite the short chapters, I found
it rather too long. CB

The Butterfly Circus

HHHH
Francesca Armour-Chelu, Walker
Books, 224pp, 978-1406384369,
£6.99 pbk
This is a story of lost and found – lost
courage, lost memories, a lost sister.
It’s set in an other-world that feels
magical, though any ‘magic’ is just
illusion, because this is a world of
circuses and sideshows.
Twelve-year-old Tansy and her big sister
Belle are stars of the Butterfly Circus,
trapeze artists flying above the heads of
the audience as if on wings, until the day
when Tansy makes a mistake, and falls.
She is saved, miraculously, no-one quite
knows how but though she recovers, she
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loses her nerve and doesn’t dare climb
up to the trapeze again. When Belle
disappears from the circus, Tansy sets
out to find her, certain that her sister must
have been abducted. In this she’s helped
by the mysterious Rosa, who claims to
be Tansy’s shadow. Together they face
all sorts of perils, including the genuinely
creepy and dangerous Pickingill, of
Pickingill’s
Marvellous
Mechanical
Machines. Tested over and over again,
with Rosa’s help, Tansy recovers all that
she’s lost,
At key points throughout the book
we are reminded that people see what
they expect to see, and Armour-Chelou
does a very good job in creating a
delightful fictional world, full of the
sparkle of circus and fairground,

everything larger than life, more vivid,
more exciting. Balancing like a trapeze
artist, she walks a line between
the enchanting and the seriously
unsettling, and if at times readers
are required to accept the illusions
she presents without question, they’ll
do so willingly. And for all its otherworldly setting, this remains a story
with a strong message about finding
the strength within yourself to achieve
your dreams. LS

One Shot

HHHH
Tanya Landman, Barrington Stoke,
114pp., 9781781128510, £7.99,pbk
When her adored Pa dies, Maggie
is only eight. It is quickly apparent

that neither her mother nor her two
older siblings are equipped in any
way to deal with the hard life of the
American West. But Maggie, even at
this early age, has a talent; she can
shoot with an uncanny accuracy. She
also has an indomitable will. But will
she survive in the face of opposition
from her family and society?
This is not the story of Annie
Oakley, but it is based on what is
now known about Annie and her
childhood. Maggie, however, is very
much her own person and her voice
is immediate and alive. Landman is
no stranger to the American West and
its history. Here she draws the reader
into this challenging environment
with confidence. The Barrington Stoke
format avoids extended descriptive
passages; this presents Landman
with no problems. Her language is

spare, concise and effective. There
is no need for graphic details - the
abuse experienced by Maggie is real
but is handled with an economy that
is all the more powerful, and this is
very much the pattern; every word is
made to work. Characters are lightly
drawn, seen as they are through
Maggie’s eyes. Some are unpleasant
but are never cardboard, others
are sympathetic - and the reader is
delighted that for Maggie (as for Annie
Oakley) there is a ‘happy ending’.
Here is another beautifully crafted,
satisfying read from one of our most
accomplished writers for young
people and produced in a format
that ensures as wide a readership as
possible. FH

14+ Secondary/Adult
We are Blood and Thunder

HHHHH
Kesia Lupo, Bloomsbury, 430pp,
9781408898055, £7.99 pbk
This is a wonderfully original fantasy by
a new YA author. It is the story of two
young women and how an accidental
meeting changes their lives and links
them together. Lena is escaping
from the city where she has been
sentenced to death for a crime she did
not commit; Catherine is seeking to reenter that same city having escaped
from it several years before. This
home for both of them is called Duke’s
Forest and for years it has been cut off
from the outside world because of a
huge and mysterious cloud that hovers
over it; but this is a cloud caused by
a magic spell and magic is banned in
the city, so who is responsible? This
story asks so many questions about
why Catherine wants to return to the
city and can Lena learn to control
the magical power that seems to be
developing in her.
What a really great story that follows
the parallel stories of these two main
characters as they occasionally collide,
and then diverge again. There are
complex themes weaving their way
through the book and it is difficult to
know whether the two protagonists are
searching for the same end, or whether
they are actually searching for different
conclusions. The one constant villain is
the ‘Justice’, who is meant to represent
the King, but has ambitions of his
own; both girls find that they will have
to combat this enemy if they want to
succeed in their wishes. Kesia Lupo
has produced a stunning book that
absolutely draws you in to the world
of Duke’s Forest and both girls have
you rooting for them, even though you
are not always sure of motives. This is
an absolute must for those who love
fantasy with a little bit of the macabre.
Do look out for several twists and turns
especially towards the end of the book,
it really adds to the tension. MP

Beauty Sleep

HHH
Kathryn Evans, Usborne, 336pp,
978-1474954877, £7.99 pbk
This story is narrated from two
viewpoints, that of its protagonist
Laura Henley and that of a mysterious
boy named Shem. In 1986 Laura was
aged sixteen. She and her five year
old brother Alfie were both found to
be suffering from the same terminal
illness, a rare cancer. They were both
put in a state of cryostasis – in other
words frozen. Forty years later Laura
awakes from her frozen condition. Her
cancer is cured. She is in the Blackhurst
clinic under the management of Miss
Lily Crisp. Her Lesbian mothers have
both died, as has Alfie.
Laura is not permitted to see her
best friend, Stacey Flowers, who is
apparently guilty of some serious
offence. (She will in any case be
forty years older than Laura.) Once
awakened Laura is sent to live with
Miss Crisp. She is given a place at
Whitman’s, an elite school where Miss
Crisp endows scholarships.
The questions posed by Evans’s
book are how Laura may adapt to her
new life – or how might she fail to do
so – and what will she discover about
her own life and her late brother’s.
What is the role of the boy Shem in the
unfolding narrative?
Evans’s book includes mysterious
events and revelations. The weakness
of the book however is that these
interesting phenomena begin to take
shape only when the reader has
traversed some two hundred pages of
introductory matter. There is of course
a complex situation to be explored and
a number of contributory threads to be
woven together. When Laura awakes
from her frozen state, she is quite
naturally confused about herself and
her environment. Unfortunately this
confusion spreads itself to the reader.
Some readers will doubtless
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succeed, as did this reviewer, in
navigating a path through this
preliminary material. But others will
give up. Once the novel gathers itself
and embarks on its true course, the
pace and the reader’s interest are
sustained. An appealing diversion is
added when Laura acquires a kitten
named Batfink, whose antics certainly
engage the reader.
The diffuse opening of this book is
something a skilled professional editor
and a committed publisher might and
should have detected and corrected. RB

Girl. Boy. Sea

HHHHH
Chris Vick, Zephyr, 320pp,
978-1-7895-4137-3, £10.99 hbk
This rich narrative tells the story of
Bill, adrift in a small boat after the
yacht on which he is a passenger is
destroyed in a storm off the coast of
Morocco. Alone and prey to hunger,
thirst and fear, he rescues Aya, a
migrant Berber girl who is afloat on a
barrel, barely alive.
Vick writes vividly about the
privations and terrors of their
precarious existence and
his
attention to practical detail brings
their hardships into stark relief. They
learn to communicate with each other
and trust builds between them. To
distract themselves from their bleak
situation, Aya recounts tales from
The Arabian Nights and these weave
into the fabric of their days to provide
escapism, magic, wonder and a
commentary on their plight.
They are overwhelmed with joy
when they reach an island, but, like
some of Aya’s stories, it is a poisoned
chalice, inhabited by Stephan, who
trafficks migrants across the ocean in
overcrowded and unseaworthy boats.
Vick presents us with the irony of his
situation-shipwrecked in exactly the
same way as the migrants whose
lives he placed in mortal danger and

mentally disturbed by his prolonged
isolation. When he is killed in an
attempt to rob and murder Aya, it is a
relief to both protagonists and readers.
At sea again, Bill and Aya are followed
by a huge shark, whose menacing
shadow takes the reader back into
the world of myth and legend. When
Bill is badly injured whilst attempting
to kill the beast it is Aya who nurses
him and, when their boat is brought to
land by an astonished fisherman, she
slips away, like a character from one of
her stories, to take her revenge on the
warlord who decimated her village and
her family. She leaves Bill a message
and two of the jewels which are her
legacy and which she has carried with
her throughout her journey.
When Bill has recovered, he returns
to the place of his rescue to try to find
Aya, accompanied by his father and
the captain of the yacht in which he set
out on his original journey. Vick resists
the temptation to sell the reader short
by tying up loose ends so tightly that
they strangle the story and leaves Bill
with Aya’s letter, which points towards
a possible future for them both but
which leaves many paths to follow in
order to achieve it. VR

I Will Not Be Erased

HHHH
gal-dem, Jess Nash (illus.), Walker
Books, 176pp, 978-1406386370,
£7.99 pbk
gal-dem is an online site intended
for women of colour and non-binary
people. This paperback book is the
first publication of contributions to
the site. In every contribution to this
collection, the writers are addressing
their teenage selves. The topics
covered include drugs, gender identity,
experiences of racism, coming to
terms with one’s country of origin,
relationships and conflict with one’s
mother. Most of the texts contain a
poem or a diary extract originated by
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the author’s younger self. Each section
is illustrated in monochrome by Nash.
The significance of this book is
that it is written by authors of colour
for the benefit of their younger selves
and for other young people who may
share their experiences. Members
of minorities, whether defined by
ethnicity, sexuality or any other
criterion, will find themselves targets
of comments from people who have
no conception of the life their targets
live. The central concept of this book
is social erasure. People identified by
certain characteristics are isolated
from public awareness and from the
mainstream of social life itself. An
observer, however benign, may not
realise the depth of this isolation
unless and until reading about it from
those who know it as a daily reality.
In one instance and one only this
reviewer felt that the book slipped into a
didactic tone, when discussing drugs. The
lapse is readily understandable, since the
situation described is indeed fraught and
a didactic tone too easily adopted. The
book issues a significant challenge. Why
don’t other minorities such as disabled
people take a similar opportunity? RB

Catching Teller Crow

HHHH
Ambelin and Ezekiel Kwaymullina,
Penguin Random House, 192pp,
978 0 241 38007 9, £7.99 pbk
Fifteen-year-old Beth Teller is trying
to help her father in his investigation
into a mysterious fire and possible
murder. She is worried about him as
he seems depressed. The reason for
dad’s preoccupation and sadness
soon becomes clear, Beth has died in
a car accident and he is grieving. She
is visible to her dad as a ghost and
can communicate with him, although
no one else can see or hear. This is
a story which explores grief, saying
goodbye and the importance of family
support, but other layers emerge
as well. Set in small town Australia,
exploration of the crime uncovers very
dark stories of abuse linked to a local
children’s home.
The story is told in two voices, that
of Beth Teller and Isobel Catching
both Aboriginal teenagers. Beth
writes in prose and Isabel in free
verse. Isabel’s nightmarish memories
as a possible witness to the crimes
gradually reveal dark secrets.
Written by a brother and sister
team of Aboriginal writers this is a
very unusual book. It is a thriller,
murder mystery and ghost story with
elements of racism and abuse. The
plight of aboriginal communities
after colonisation is suggested yet
balanced in pride and celebration in
their strength, culture and beliefs.
Despite the hard-hitting themes
there is an element of hope within
the narrative, you can overcome even
the worst of experiences and find
happiness again, ‘joy eats sadness.’
A challenging, moving and thought
provoking read. SMc

detract in the slightest however from
what is a thoroughly charming and
entertaining love story with captivating
central characters. LS

The Starlight Watchmaker

Under a Dancing Star

HHHH
Laura Wood, Scholastic, 356pp,
978-1407192406, £7.99 pbk
Taking its inspiration from Much Ado
About Nothing, Laura Wood’s YA
novel is a heady exploration of first
love and self-discovery set mostly
in the grounds of a gorgeous Italian
villa in the mid-1930s. Our narrator,
Bea, has been sent to stay there
with her uncle after a disastrous
dinner party at which she shocks a
prospective husband and his parents
by describing – in some detail – the
sexual habits of the glow-worm. It’s
not something young ladies of her
class are meant to know about, let
alone discuss over the dinner table.
Bea however, is far from typical.
She has a passion for science and
is thoroughly stifled by her family
and their genteel small-mindedness.
The stay with her uncle provides a
life-changing encounter with a set of
Bohemian young artists and during
her summer in Europe Bea turns
into an adult, very much like one of
her beloved butterflies, shucking off
her drab, constricting English frocks
for brightly coloured silk dresses
and even – most liberating of all –
trousers. She also embarks upon her
first ever love affair – in the interests
of science of course – with the
gorgeous if equally headstrong Ben.
Anyone familiar with the source will
know that sparks will fly. Bea’s sexual
awakening is described as playfully as
her new wardrobe, but with the same
attention to detail, and the same vivid
sense of carefree rapture.
It all makes for delightful reading
though Bea’s new found joy is
tempered by the intrusion of real
life and her uncle’s admiration for
Mussolini. Bea returns to England
without Ben, though readers will be
glad to know that this will not be the end
of their affair. Wood is clearly happier
negotiating the unpredictability of
courtship than the gathering clouds of
war and the final chapters feel slightly
rushed and unfinished. This doesn’t

HHHH
Lauren James, Barrington Stoke,
136pp, 978-78112-895-4, £7.99 pbk
Hugo is a watchmaker, but not quite
like any watchmaker the reader
has met before. He works at an
academy on a planet far from Earth.
The purpose of the academy is to
train future leaders from many alien
civilisations. Hugo is impoverished
and lowly regarded. He is allowed to
remain on the academy campus after
his master’s departure only because
he does a worthwhile job making and
repairing watches.
Hugo meets Dorian, a greenskinned alien from a very elite planet.
Dorian is severely distressed. He has
an examination coming in a few days.
His time travel watch, essential for
the exam, is broken. He issues an
imperious demand to Hugo to repair his
watch. Hugo opens the watch, only to
make a disturbing discovery. The watch
is powered by quantum energy. The
unit that generates this energy is simply
missing. The watch cannot be repaired.
Hugo explains that without its
energy generator the watch is not
just useless but also dangerous.
Dorian believes he knows what has
happened. The unit has been stolen by
Lady De Winter. This female alien has
interesting gifts. She is made of rock
and she can split fragments of herself
off when she wishes. Dorian and Hugo
find and confront Lady De Winter. But
they are in for a surprise. Her watch is
also lacking its power source. Together
the three of them must address this
question. Who is stealing these power
units and how can they be recovered?
This book is a parable. At the start
of their relationship Dorian and Hugo
are simply master and servant. But as
the book progresses and their shared
difficulties emerge, they become
friends. The underlying moral precept
is that once formal distinctions are set
aside, different people with different
abilities and limitations can create
friendships and provide mutually
valued practical as ance.
This reviewer found one weakness
in this otherwise excellent book. When
the resolution comes it is valid and
convincing. But it is delivered in too
hasty a manner. It could have been
more powerful if it was presented at
a more considered pace. RB

Meat Market

HHHHH
Juno Dawson, Quercus Children’s
Books, 401pp, 978-1-786-54038-6, pbk
‘Jana Novak is the sixteen year old
daughter of Serbian immigrant parents
and has grown up on a South London
council estate. While she is at Thorpe
Park, a model agency scouts her. She
decides to take up a modelling
Dawson’s book tells the story
of Jana’s career in a first person
narrative. The book does not shy

away from the dark underbelly of
the fashion industry. It is instead a
searing exposé of the world of haute
couture. Of course modelling can be
a very glamorous career, especially
for a working class girl for whom other
opportunities may be scarce. But there
is a price to be paid for the glitz and
glamour. The costs of this glittering
career are explored in this novel.
Dawson’s book has a serious
claim on our attention. Most
readers, including this reviewer,
know little about the inner workings
of the fashion industry. When we
see glamorous models having a
wonderful time in the world’s most
attractive resorts, it never occurs to
us that sacrifices may be demanded
for this reward.
In this powerful book there are
scenes of sexual abuse and a
discussion of its consequences both
for the perpetrator and the victim.
These episodes have a purpose that
goes beyond mere narrative interest.
It is a worthy social aim for any author
to teach young women that they have
a right to sovereignty over their own
bodies and decisive power over what
happens to them. Reports from the
cinema industry in recent years give a
graphic and sinister view of what can
happen when the lessons of individual
self-determination are forgotten. RB

My So-Called Bollywood Life

HHH
Nisha Sharma, Stripes Publishing,
332pp,978-78895-146-3, £7.99 pbk
Winnie Mehta is a Bollywood film
addict, educated in the genre by her
father. Her greatest ambition is to
study South Asian Film Theory at New
York University’s prestigious film school
and she is doing everything she can to
make her application look first class.
This includes co-chairing her college’s
film festival with her ex-boyfriend,
whose relationship with her was to lead
to marriage, if her family’s astrologer’s
prediction was to be believed.
Then complications pile on
complications as another ex-boyfriend
appears on the scene, her dreams reenact parts of old Bollywood movies
which are eerily relevant to her own
problems, Winnie loses the co-chair
of the festival and all this against a
continuous background of references
to Bollywood films.
Although this is ostensibly a
romance, it is also for readers who are
interested in and knowledgeable about
South Asian films. There is a section
at the back of the book explaining
the movies in general and providing
suggestions for further viewing. This
theme has equal footing with the
romantic elements and, indeed, often
illuminates and comments on them.
There is a good deal of illustration
of Hindu family life, too and this is an
appealing part of the novel, introducing
some larger-than-life women and
information about the rituals which are
staged within the home.
There is, of course, a happy endingwhich book in love with Bollywood
could have it any other way? VR
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Poor Huggermuggers, Gone Before their Time

Brian Alderson travels to Kobboltozo to assesses the first US fantasy adventure.
Anchored in the roads off Portland
the good ship Nancy Johnson still awaits a
signal to join the fleet of American children’s
classics. Such forerunners as Hawthorne’s
The Golden Age and Tanglewood Tales
may have had a setting in the Adirondaks
and a narrator at an Ivy League college
but for American flavour might just as well
have been somewhere like Llandrindod
Wells. Certainly before Little Jacket (alias
Jackie Cable) went a-sailing no American
contemporary had ventured into the realm
of fantasy.
Little Jacket
was ship’s boy on an American
merchantman making for the East Indies,
but after rounding the Cape she was caught
in a storm and, like some memorable ships
before her, was wrecked on an unknown
island. This proved to be the homeland of
a race of giants, the Huggermuggers, the
last two members of which, childless, were
living out the last of their days. Unaware
of the kindly temperament of these huge
creatures, the shipwrecked survivors took
the chance to bring to an end what might
have been a very short story by getting
themselves providentially rescued by a
passing vessel.
After landfall in Java,
Little Jacket meets Mr Zebedee Nabbum
who is on commission from Mr P.T. Barnum
to collect animals and other exotica for
his circus and a plan is hatched to return
to the island and abduct the giants. On
arrival though the hunters are disarmed
by the affability of their prey and foresee
a possibility that the Huggermuggers will
make a voluntary trip with them back
to Portland, New Hampshire. But all is
frustrated by a dwarf shoemaker on the
island, Kobboltozo, who, hating the giants,
is able to activate a curse which brings
about their deaths.
The tragedy
(something of a surprise in the annals
of fantasy) was delicately handled and
prompted an immediate sequel. This
was Kobboltozo in which Jackie and
Zebedee return to the island a year or two
later only to find its remaining dwarfish
inhabitants also in a state of decline
thanks to the dictatorly proclivities of the
shoemaker. Much of the history of these
later events is recounted to our heroes
by Stitchkin the island’s tailor, and, later,
by Hammawhaxo the carpenter, and they
dwell on Kobboltozo’s fruitless endeavour
32 Books for Keeps No.237 July 2019

to gain the stature
of the vanished
giants while, in
fact,
dwindling
away to nothing.
The author
of
these
two
engaging
and
original
novellas
was
one
Christopher Pearse
Cranch,
who
confessedly ‘had
been born (and
educated) with a
diversity of talents,
wooing too many
mistresses’. He was
the middle child in
a family of thirteen
(one of his sisters was to become T.S.Eliot’s
paternal grandmother) and early fell under
the influence of Emerson. That detracted
from his chances of being accepted as a
Unitarian minister and he was drawn to
both poetry and landscape painting. In
both those capacities he resembled a lesser
Edward Lear, turning out light verse and
caricatures of genial freshness.
His two children’s books
appeared in 1855 and 1856 and stemmed
from a lengthy stay in Europe, where he
got to know the Brownings and Thackeray,
and they originated as stories told to two
of his own four children which gives
them a natural storytelling timbre. Good
humour abounds (Kobboltozo is but the
best of his gift for inventing names); there
is no attempt at a crashing moral lesson;
and the pathos in depicting the passing
of his kindly giants is truer than the
factitious deaths so common in Victorian
literature. It should also be noted that,
like its near contemporary, Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, it is one of the first to replicate a
distinctive American vernacular, especially
in the ruminations of Mr Nabbum. (Here is
Zebedee reflecting on a means to possibly
pacify a captive giant by giving the critter
Rum: ‘I guess he don’t know nothin’ of
ardent sperits – [we can] obfuscate his
wits – and get him reglar boozy...’) Both
books are also illustrated with Cranch’s
own excellent illustrations and pictorial
initials all of which he drew on the wood,
the blocks being shipped home for the
American engravers. He seems to have
had a hope for publication in England
since a footnote in the first book gives a

definition of clams ‘for the benefit of little
English boys and girls if it should chance
that this story should find its way to their
country’.
Alas, it did not.
Note:

The Last of the Huggermuggers (but not
Kobboltozo) gets only two lines as a ‘borderline’ case in Jacob Blanck’s bibliography Peter
Parley to Penrod (1938) and the claim that such
fantasy stories were not encouraged by American
publishers is borne out by the fact that there
are but three entries for such things in Blanck
before we get to The Wizard of Oz in 1900. The
stories were reprinted on a few occasions but
had only a short life and Cranch’s poetry for
children found place only in the pages of the
periodical St Nicholas. A projected collection,
‘Father Gander’s Rhymes’ (a pre-echo of
Denslow’s Father Goose) never materialised. He
did attempt to get one other story published: The
Legend of Dr Theophilus but that disappeared
from view only to re-emerge in the 1980s. It was
edited and published alongside its predecessors
in Three Children’s Novels by Christopher Pearse
Cranch ed. Greta D. Little and Joel Myerson
(University of Georgia Press, 1993), a scholarly
edition but one which did no justice to Cranch’s
fine illustrations.

The Last of the Huggermuggers
is published by Hardpress Publishing,
978-1290205696, £6.95 pbk
Brian Alderson is founder of the
Children’s Books History Society
and a former Children’s Books Editor for
The Times. His book The Ladybird Story:
Children’s Books for Everyone,
The British Library, 978-0712357289,
£25.00 hbk, is out now.

